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Abstract

Lindenmayer (L) systems form a class of interesting computational formalisms due

to their parallel nature, the various circumstances under which they operate, the

restrictions imposed on language acceptance, and other attributes. These systems

have been extensively studied in the Formal Languages literature. In the past decade

a new type of Lindenmayer system had been proposed: Watson-Crick Lindenmayer

Systems. These systems are essentially a marriage between Developmental systems

and DNA Computing. At their heart they are Lindenmayer systems augmented with a

complementary relation amongst elements in the system just as the base pairs of DNA

strands can be complementary with respect to one another. When conditions and a

mechanism for ’switching’ the state of a computation to its complementary version

are provided then these systems can become surprisingly more powerful than the L

systems which form their backbone. This dissertation explores the computational

power of new variants of Watson-Crick L systems. It is found that many of these

systems are Computationally-Complete. These investigations differ from prior ones

in that the systems under consideration have extended alphabets and usually Regular

Triggers for complementation are considered as opposed to Context-Free Triggers

investigated in previous works.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 DNA Computing & Complementarity

DNA Computing is a subfield of Natural Computing concerned with computations

performed on DNA strands. The field originated with Leonard Adleman’s experiment

([1]) which solved a 7-node instance of the Directed Hamiltonian Path problem in a

reasonable amount of time solely by encoding the problem instance in DNA strands

and manipulating these strands. The Directed Hamiltonian Path problem is known to

be NP-Complete. That is, it is not known if there exists an efficient algorithm that can

solve arbitrary instances of this problem on an electronic computer in a reasonable

amount of time. Following this Richard Lipton illustrated how the Satisfiability

problem and other NP-Complete problems can be solved in a reasonable amount of

time using similar operations on DNA ([16, 17, 18]). In [2, 4] molecular programs

were given for breaking the United States’ Data Encryption Standard (DES). This

encryption standard encrypts 64-bit messages and employs a 56-bit key. A way to

break DES would be to establish a method by which a key is derived which maps

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

plain-text to its corresponding cipher-text. If a conventional attack on DES were to be

carried out it would have to perform an exhaustive search through all 256 keys. It has

been estimated that it would take 10,000 years to find the appropriate mapping if keys

were tested at a rate of 100,000 operations per second. In contrast, it was estimated

that it would only take approximately 4 months of lab work to map plain-text to

cipher-text.

This evidence that DNA computers have the potential to outperform electronic

computers launched investigations into different methods of encoding information in

DNA and performing various operations on it autonomously, the computational power

of such constructs and how programmable DNA computers might be constructed.

The computational power of such systems has been investigated in Computabil-

ity/Formal Language theory [22]. Related to these investigations is determining how

the physical properties of DNA and operations on it can be abstracted to create new

language-generating formalisms. That is, instead of seeking to use DNA to compute

some research has gone in the direction of computing inspired by DNA. The contents

of this dissertation falls within this category.

Before delving further a brief description of the basics of DNA and complemen-

tarity is needed:

All living organisms use DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) as a storage medium for

genetic information. DNA consists of polymer chains, usually referred to as DNA

strands. Chains are composed of nucleotides, also referred to as bases. The four bases

are customarily denoted by A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), and T (thymine).

These bases form the alphabet for DNA, ΣDNA = {A,C,G,T}. DNA strands can be

viewed as strings over the DNA alphabet. Examples of such strands follow, where 3’
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and 5’ denote the ends of the strands according to chemical convention but are not

relevant to the studies reviewed in this dissertation:

5’ ATTAGCAT 3’ ; 3’ TAATCGTA 5’

Pairwise attraction occurs between the bases which results in bonding. The base

A bonds to T and C bonds to G respectively. That is, (A,T ) and (C,G) form com-

plementary pairs. If pairs in corresponding positions between two strands are comple-

mentary then the two strands bond together. The two strands mentioned previously

form such a bonding. This bonding is known as Watson-Crick Complementarity.

DNA and the computations performed on it have several appealing aspects. Two

notable aspects are the massive parallelism involved in DNA computations as well

as the complementary relation. The complementary relation is freely available for

study while the massive parallelism is not. As such, several theoretical computer

scientists have asked the question: How can the complementary relation be used to

solve different problems or create new models of computation whose expressive power

may be different from other currently studied models? To answer these questions in

the realm of Formal Languages, complementarity is treated as a language-theoretic

operation used to perform error-correction or filtration: undesirable (resp. desirable)

strings which evolve out of a computation are corrected (resp. filtered) using the

complementary relation which chooses the string’s complementary string as input to

the next step of computation.
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1.2 Power of Watson-Crick L systems

The use of complementarity as a language-theoretic operation is particularly attrac-

tive for use in string rewriting systems such as Lindenmayer (L) systems. These

rewriting systems were originally introduced and used by Aristid Lindenmayer ([15]).

One novel feature of these systems is parallel rewriting. This means that, during each

step of the rewriting process, every letter in a string has to be rewritten according

to some rule of the system. This is a very natural requirement and was used by Lin-

denmayer to model the development of multi-cellular organisms. Before L systems,

Formal Language theory was based on sequential rewriting. Lindenmayer systems

augmented with complementarity are known as Watson-Crick Lindenmayer systems.

The first studies into Watson-Crick Lindenmayer systems were conducted in [20,

26, 27, 21]. In these papers the notion of Watson-Crick D0L systems were introduced

and investigated. A D0L system is a Lindenmayer system where rewriting is per-

formed deterministically for every letter in a string and every string produced by the

system is contained in the ’language’ which is recognized by the system. Here the

authors specify types of D0L systems with generalized DNA-like alphabets which can

be partitioned into two subalphabets / subsets of the same size: the set of purine

symbols and the set of pyrimidine symbols. A Watson-Crick Complementary rela-

tion is introduced known as the Watson-Crick morphism which maps symbols in the

purine alphabet to symbols in the pyrimidine alphabet and vice versa. Watson-Crick

D0L systems are these types of D0L systems associated with the Watson-Crick mor-

phism and a set known as the trigger language (trigger for short). Operationally, for

arbitrary derivations of strings in a D0L system, whenever the system is about to
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derive a string in the trigger language then in the next derivation step the comple-

ment of the string is derived instead, using the Watson-Crick morphism. The most

commonly studied trigger language is known as the standard trigger language. This

trigger language is the set of all strings where the number of pyrimidine symbols

forms an absolute majority over the number of purine symbols. Note that this trigger

language is a context-free language.

Many of the results which follow these papers attempt to settle the fundamental

decision problems related to some of these systems as well as proving the computa-

tional power of various systems.

In [13] the authors consider Watson-Crick D0L systems with trigger languages

which belong to the class of regular languages rather than the standard trigger lan-

guage in an attempt to settle some decision problems. They prove that classical de-

cision problems concerning Lindenmayer systems such as sequence, language, growth

equivalence and road equivalence, a decision problem specifically concerning Watson-

Crick D0L systems, are decidable for these systems. These problems have been more

difficult to settle for standard Watson-Crick D0L systems so considering regular trig-

ger languages instead has served as a good starting point to solving these problems.

An interesting extension of Watson-Crick D0L systems known as Networks of

Watson-Crick D0L systems had been investigated subsequently. Studies of these

language-generating formalisms were initiated in [8]. These networks are finite col-

lections of Watson-Crick D0L systems which are defined over the same DNA-like

alphabet and the same trigger language. The Watson-Crick D0L systems in a net-

work act on their own strings in a synchronized manner and after each derivation

step communicate some of the obtained strings to each other. The condition for
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communication is determined by the trigger language.

In [6] it is proven that networks of standard Watson-Crick D0L systems with an

extended alphabet can recognize the recursively enumerable languages. If a system

has an extended alphabet then not all strings derivable by the system exist in the

language recognized by the system. This is one of the first results which highlights

the magnitude by which complementarity increases the language-generating power

of Lindenmayer systems. Around the same time that this result was discovered an-

other fundamental, important result was discovered in [31, 32]. In these papers it is

shown that individual Watson-Crick D0L schemes (Watson-Crick D0L systems with

no specified starting point) alone are enough to recognize the recursively enumer-

able languages. These results prompted further investigations into the computational

power of variants of Watson-Crick Lindenmayer systems as well as how efficiently

well-known computational problems could be solved by variants of these systems.

In [9] it is shown that networks of standard Watson-Crick D0L systems can solve

the famous NP-Complete Satisfiability and Hamiltonian Path Problems in linear time

if an exponential number of nodes in a network are utilized. Subsequent to this

an investigation was performed into networks of Watson-Crick D0L systems where

communicated strings could be incomplete. That is, where each communicated string

could be a non-empty prefix of the original string communicated. In [7] it is shown

that these systems can recognize the recursively enumerable languages in spite of this

limitation on communicated strings.

It was known by [31, 32] that Watson-Crick D0L schemes can recognize the re-

cursively enumerable languages. This posed the question of what limitations could
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be placed on these systems to restrict their computational power. One potential lim-

itation is to restrict Watson-Crick D0L systems so that a complementary transition

(an application of the Watson-Crick morphism) can be made at most once in any

derivation of the system. These are known as Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick D0L

systems.

In [29] the author considers Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick D0L systems with

both regular trigger languages and the standard trigger language. The properties of

both of these systems differ significantly. It is proven that Uni-Transitional Watson-

Crick D0L systems with regular trigger languages properly contain the languages

recognized by all D0L systems, that sequence, language, growth equivalence, road

equivalence and universal stability, another decision problem specifically concerning

Watson-Crick D0L systems, are decidable. When considering the previous problems

in terms of systems with the standard trigger language it turns out that all of these

problems are algorithmically equivalent amongst themselves, equivalent to deciding

at what point a complementary transition is made for an arbitrary system, equivalent

to deciding whether the language generated by an arbitrary system is finite, and that

all of these decision problems are equivalent to the Zpos problem, a longstanding

problem in number theory. They also shed some light on the class of functions which

are computable by these Uni-Transitional systems. More precise characterizations

of functions computable and not computable by these Uni-Transitional systems are

provided subsequently in [30].

Another restriction that was considered for these Watson-Crick D0L systems is to

restrict the alphabet to the DNA alphabet itself. Investigations into these restricted

systems were conducted in [28]. Here it is proven that decision problems mentioned
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previously such as sequence equivalence, language equivalence, growth equivalence,

road equivalence, stability and ultimate stability are decidable for these systems where

the trigger language is a regular language.

Subsequent to this an investigation was made into standard Watson-Crick D0L

systems with another restriction known as bounded balance. A Watson-Crick D0L

system G is said to have bounded balance if there exists a positive integer M such

that, for any string derived in the system, the difference between the number of

symbols in the purine / pyrimidine alphabet is bounded by M . It is shown in [12]

that the sequence, language, growth and road equivalence problems are all decidable

for these systems, which contrasts with the negative decidability results found for

standard Watson-Crick D0L systems.

Variants of Watson-Crick Lindenmayer systems investigated in [5] include stan-

dard Watson-Crick E0L systems and standard Watson-Crick EDT0L systems. In

these systems E0L/EDT0L systems are used as the underlying generative mechanism

for strings rather than D0L systems used in previous investigations. These systems

differ from D0L systems in that their alphabets are extended in the sense discussed

before and that nondeterminism is incorporated into determining how letters will be

rewritten. It is proven that standard Watson-Crick E0L/EDT0L systems are capable

of recognizing the recursively enumerable languages. Moreover, only two tables or a

bounded number of nonterminal letters (letters not appearing in any string recognized

by the system) suffice in the EDT0L case.
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1.3 Contents of the Dissertation

In this dissertation other variants of Watson-Crick Lindenmayer systems are investi-

gated. In particular, concentration is placed on L systems with an extended alphabet

as the underlying generative mechanism for strings and trigger languages which are

regular. Note that most of the previous work has used standard trigger languages that

are non-regular. For each variant investigated the class of languages that they are ca-

pable of recognizing is established. In Chapter 2 the definitions and concepts needed

to understand the results are recalled. In Chapter 3 it is shown that Uni-Transitional

Watson-Crick E0L systems, Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems where no

terminal string (strings in the languages recognized by such systems) is derived by an

application of the Watson-Crick morphism and Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L

systems where all terminal strings must be derived by an application of the Watson-

Crick morphism are capable of recognizing the recursively enumerable languages. An

example is provided in this chapter to show how the fundamental construction of this

chapter works. In Chapter 4 a similar construction is used to show how Watson-Crick

E0L systems where the Watson-Crick morphism is nondeterministically applied or not

applied in derivations can recognize the recursively enumerable languages. In Chap-

ter 5 weaker variants of these systems are investigated whose computational power

matches or lies between the E0L and ET0L languages (languages recognized by sys-

tems which contain multiple E0L production sets for rewriting letters). In Chapter

6 a variant of a system studied in Chapter 5 with a slightly more powerful trigger,

not even context-free, is shown to recognize the recursively-enumerable languages.

In Chapter 7 a departure from the previous chapters is taken into investigating the

power of Watson-Crick EDT0L systems with a different context-free language than
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the standard trigger language. In Chapter 8 conclusions and unresolved questions

are discussed. Following this are the appendices. Appendix A provides an exhaustive

list of the production set used in the example of Chapter 3. Appendix B provides a

visual hierarchy of all languages considered in this paper in relation to the famous

Chomsky Hierarchy as well as E0L and ET0L languages.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Throughout this dissertation it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics

of Formal Language theory, in particular, L Systems. Below definitions and examples

are recalled in an attempt to fulfill the requirements needed for interpreting the

results of the dissertation. For further information, refer to [24] or [25]. Some general

definitions are provided first which do not directly relate to L systems or Watson-Crick

L systems, followed by definitions of fundamental L systems used in this dissertation

and finally by specific definitions relating to Watson-Crick L systems.

2.1 General Definitions

An alphabet is a finite, nonempty set of elements. The elements of an alphabet are

called symbols or letters. Sequences of symbols/letters are termed strings or words.

If a string consists of no symbols (equivalently, has length = 0) then it is referred to

as the empty string. The empty string is denoted by ε. String x is a substring of

string y if x appears consecutively within y. A language over an alphabet is a set of

11
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strings over the alphabet. The empty set is denoted by ∅.

Consider two sets denoted by A1 and A2. The union of A1 and A2, denoted by

A1 ∪A2, is the set { x ∣ x ∈ A1 or x ∈ A2 }. The concatenation of A1 and A2, denoted

by A1 ⋅A2 (sometimes the ⋅ symbol is not stated explicitly and instead A1A2 represents

concatenation of A1 and A2), is the set { xy ∣ x ∈ A1 and y ∈ A2 }. The Kleene-star /

catenation-closure of A, denoted A∗, is the set { x1x2 . . . xn ∣ n ≥ 0 and x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈

A }. The positive-closure of A, denoted A+, is the set { x1x2 . . . xn ∣ n ≥ 1 and

x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ A }. The set difference of A1 and A2, denoted A1 / A2, is the set

{ x ∣ x ∈ A1 and x ∉ A2 }.

The set of regular languages is recursively defined as follows:

� the empty set, ∅

� the set consisting of the empty string, {ε}

� all nonempty, finite sets (each set can potentially contain the empty string, ε)

� L1 ∪L2 where L1 and L2 are regular languages

� L1 ⋅L2 where L1 and L2 are regular languages

� L∗1 where L1 is a regular language

It is well known that regular languages are closed under the following operations:

union, concatenation, Kleene-star, homomorphism.

Definition 2.1.1. A Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) is defined as a tuple

M = (Q,Σ, δ, s, F ) where the components are as follows:

� Q is the nonempty set of states
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� Σ is the input alphabet

� δ ∶ Q ×Σ → Q is the transition function (takes as input a state in Q, a symbol

in Σ and returns a state in Q)

� s ∈ Q is the starting state

� F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states

The language recognized by a DFA is the set

{ x1x2 . . . xn ∣ n ≥ 0, x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ Σ, δ(δ(. . . δ(δ(s, x1), x2) . . . ), xn) ∈ F }.

A language belongs to the set of regular languages if and only if (iff) it is recognized

by some DFA.

A rewriting rule / production is a rule which indicates a possible substitution of

a string in place of another string. These rules are of the form α ⇒ β where α is

a string with length ≥ 1 and β is a string with length ≥ 0. If this rewriting rule is

applied to an instance of α then α is substituted by β. If α has length = 1 then α⇒ β

is said to be a context-free rewriting rule. If α has length > 1 then α ⇒ β is said to

be a context-sensitive rewriting rule. If β is the empty string, ε (length = 0), then

α⇒ β is additionally referred to as an empty/erasing rewriting rule/production. By

a grammar (or L system) we, roughly speaking, mean a finite set of rewriting rules

R ⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ (Σ denotes the alphabet of the grammar) together with a string in Σ∗

called the axiom. The set of rewriting rules defines a rewrite relation ⇒C of the

grammar. The precise definition of ⇒C depends on the type of the grammar or L

system considered. More information on formal grammars can be found in [25]. If

a grammar/system produces a string in some number of derivation steps then the

string is said to be generated/derived/recognized by the grammar/system.
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The presence of grammar/system C is optional in the following notation used to

distinguish various types of derivations. If prior context has established what C is

then C need not be mentioned in the notation:

� a⇒C b denotes that b is derivable from a in system C in 1 derivation step. In

this case it is said that a directly derives b (in C).

� a⇒∗C b denotes that b is derivable from a in system C in 0 or more derivation

steps.

� a⇒+C b denotes that b is derivable from a in system C in 1 or more derivation

steps.

� a⇒?
C b denotes that b is derivable from a in system C in 0 or 1 derivation steps.

� a ⇒n
C b denotes that b is derivable from a in system C in n derivation steps

where n ∈ N (the set of Natural Numbers).

alph(A) denotes the minimal/smallest alphabet such that arbitrary language A

is a language whose strings are defined over alph(A).

#Ab denotes the number of occurrences of elements in the set A which exist in

string b.

Below the definitions of two classic sequential rewriting grammar systems are

recalled.

Definition 2.1.2. A Context-Free Grammar is a 4-tuple (Σ, V, S,P ) where Σ∩V = ∅

(Σ is called the terminal alphabet and V is called the nonterminal alphabet), S ∈ V

is the axiom/start nonterminal and P is a finite set of productions where the left

side of each production is a single nonterminal symbol and the right side a string
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of terminal and nonterminal symbols. The language generated by this grammar is

L(G) = {Q ∣ S ⇒∗ Q}∩Σ∗. A language is a Context-Free Language iff it is recognized

by a Context-Free Grammar.

The following grammar is defined analogously as above. The definition is based

on the definitions of left context-sensitive transformations and grammars defined in

[23].

Definition 2.1.3. A left/one-sided context-sensitive grammar is an ordered quadru-

ple G = (Σ, V, S,P ) defined as in Definition 2.1.2 but where P is a set of left

context-sensitive productions which are productions of the form PA ⇒ PR where

P ∈ (Σ ∪ V )∗, A ∈ V and R ∈ (Σ ∪ V )+. The language generated by the grammar is

defined analagously.

Pushdown Automata are acceptors for context-free Languages just as Determin-

istic Finite Automata are acceptors for regular languages:

Definition 2.1.4. A pushdown automaton is defined as a tupleM = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, s,Z,F )

where the components are as follows:

� Q is the nonempty set of states

� Σ is the input alphabet

� Γ is an alphabet (of stack symbols over which the internal stack is defined)

� δ ∶ Q× (Σ∪ {ε})×Γ→ Q×Γ∗ is the transition function (takes as input a state

in Q, a symbol in Σ or the empty string, the stack symbol in Γ on top of the

internal stack and returns a state in Q as well as a string of stack symbols which

replaces the top stack symbol)
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� s ∈ Q is the starting state

� Z ∈ Γ is the initial stack symbol

� F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states

An element (p, a,A, q,α) ∈ δ is called a transition of M . The step-relation ⊢M of M

is defined in terms of transitions and the transition function, δ: For (p, a,A, q,α) ∈ δ

there exists in the step-relation a step (p, ax,Aγ) ⊢M (q, x,αγ) for all x ∈ Σ∗ and

all γ ∈ Γ∗. The language recognized by a pushdown automaton is the set { w ∣ w ∈

Σ∗, (s,w,Z) ⊢∗M (f, ε, ε) where f ∈ F }.

A language belongs to the set of context-free languages iff it is recognized by some

pushdown automaton.

2.2 L Systems

Here definitions are recalled of some basic variants of L systems. More information,

including examples can be found in [24, 25].

Definition 2.2.1. A 0L system is a triple G = (Σ, h, ω) where Σ is an alphabet, h

is a finite substitution on Σ (into the set of subsets of Σ∗), and ω, referred to as the

axiom, is an element of Σ∗. The language of G is defined by L(G) = ⋃i≥0 hi(ω); it is

also said that G generates/recognizes L(G).

Where convenient, the finite substitution associated with any system may be

viewed as a set of productions instead. That is, if, in a finite substitution, h,

h(a) = {b, c} where a, b, c are arbitrary letters in the considered system, then the
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corresponding set of productions is {a⇒ b, a⇒ c}. Below an example illustrating the

language recognized by an 0L system is provided:

Example 2.2.1. Consider 0L system G = ({a}, h, a) where h(a) = {a, a2} (the corre-

sponding set of productions is {a⇒ a, a⇒ a2}). Possible derivations in G are:

1. a

a

a

. . .

2. a

a

a

a

. . .

a

. . .

a

a

. . .

a

. . .

a

a

a

. . .

a

. . .

a

a

. . .

a

. . .

3. a

a

a

a

. . .

a

a

a

. . .

a

a

. . .

a

. . . . . .

In a form which can be written in-line these derivations would be expressed as:

1. a⇒ a⇒ a⇒ a⇒ ⋯

2. a⇒ a2⇒ a4⇒ a8⇒ ⋯

3. a⇒ a2⇒ a3⇒ a4⇒ ⋯

(Note: In the remainder of this dissertation derivations will be expressed in this in-line

form rather than in the form of derivation trees.)

There are multiple (actually, infinitely many) possible derivations for some strings

in the system. The language recognized by the system is L(G) = {an ∣ n ≥ 1}.
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An extended 0L system, or E0L system, divides the alphabet into a set of non-

terminal symbols and set of terminal symbols. The language generated by the E0L

system consists of the strings of terminal symbols generated by the underlying 0L

system.

Definition 2.2.2. An E0L system is a 4-tupleG = (Σ, h, ω,∆) where U(G) = (Σ, h, ω)

is a 0L system (called the underlying system of G) and ∆ ⊆ Σ (∆ is called the

terminal or target alphabet of G). The language of G, denoted L(G) is defined by

L(G) = L(U(G)) ∩∆∗.

Below an example illustrating the language recognized by an E0L system is pro-

vided:

Example 2.2.2. Consider E0L system G = ({S, a, b}, h, S,{a, b}) where h(S) = {a, b},

h(a) = {a2}, h(b) = {b2}. Some possible derivations in G are:

� S ⇒ a⇒ a2 ⇒ a4 ⇒ ⋯

� S ⇒ b⇒ b2⇒ b4⇒ ⋯

The language recognized by the system is L(G) = {a2n ∣ n ≥ 0} ∪ {b2n ∣ n ≥ 0}.

A tabled 0L system, or T0L system, extends an ordinary 0L system by using a

finite set of substitutions instead of a single substitution. In a given derivation step

the symbols of the current sentential form are replaced according to one, nondeter-

ministically chosen substitution.

Definition 2.2.3. A T0L system is a triple G = (Σ,H,ω) where H is a non-empty

finite set of finite substitutions (called tables) and, for every h ∈ H, (Σ, h, ω) is a

0L system (called a component system of G). The language of G, denoted L(G), is

defined by
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L(G) = {x ∈ Σ∗ ∣ x = ω or x ∈ h1⋯hk(ω) where h1, . . . , hk ∈H}

If a derives b via table t in a T0L system then this can be expressed as a⇒t b.

Below an example illustrating the language recognized by a T0L system is pro-

vided:

Example 2.2.3. Consider T0L system G = ({a, b},{h1, h2}, a) where h1 is defined

by the production set {a⇒ a, a⇒ a2, b⇒ b} and h2 is defined by the production set

{a⇒ b, b⇒ b}. Some possible derivations in G are:

� a⇒h1 a2⇒h1 a3 ⇒h1 a4 ⇒ ⋯

� a⇒h2 b⇒h1 b⇒h2 b⇒ ⋯

� a⇒h1 a2⇒h2 b2⇒ ⋯

� a⇒h1 a2⇒h1 a3 ⇒h2 b3⇒ ⋯

The language recognized by the system is L(G) = {an ∣ n ≥ 1} ∪ {bn ∣ n ≥ 1}.

An extended T0L system, or ET0L system, is an extension to T0L systems as

E0L systems are an extension to 0L systems.

Definition 2.2.4. An ET0L system is a 4-tuple G = (Σ,H,ω,∆) where U(G) =

(Σ,H,ω) is a T0L system (called the underlying system of G) and ∆ ⊆ Σ (∆ is called

the terminal or target alphabet of G). The language of G, denoted L(G), is defined

by L(G) = L(U(G)) ∩∆∗.

Below an example illustrating the language recognized by an ET0L system is

provided:
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Example 2.2.4. Consider ET0L system G = ({S,#, a, b},{h1, h2, h3}, SSS,{#, a, b})

where h1 is defined by the production set {S ⇒ Sa, a ⇒ a, b ⇒ b,# ⇒ #}, h2 is

defined by the production set {S ⇒ Sb, a ⇒ a, b ⇒ b,# ⇒ #} and h3 is defined by

the production set {S ⇒ #, a ⇒ a, b ⇒ b,# ⇒ #}. Some possible derivations in G

are:

� SSS ⇒h3 ###. If applying any of h1, h2, h3 afterwards ### will be the only

string derived.

� SSS ⇒h1 SaSaSa ⇒h3 #a#a#a. If applying any of h1, h2, h3 afterwards

#a#a#a will be the only string derived.

� SSS ⇒h2 SbSbSb⇒h3 #b#b#b. If applying any of h1, h2, h3 afterwards #b#b#b

will be the only string derived.

� SSS ⇒h1 SaSaSa⇒h2 SbaSbaSba⇒h2 SbbaSbbaSbba⇒h1 SabbaSabbaSabba⇒

⋯

The language recognized by the system is L(G) = {#w#w#w ∣ w ∈ {a, b}∗}.

2.3 Watson-Crick L systems

Definitions 2.3.1 - 2.3.6, 2.3.9 are from [21, 5, 29] but some definitions have changes /

additions to terminology and concepts. Also, some of these definitions are generalized

from more specific definitions in these papers. Definitions 2.3.7 - 2.3.8, 2.3.11 have

not been introduced previously.

The notion of Watson-Crick complementarity is only applicable to systems / gram-

mars whose alphabet has certain properties. To generalize from the alphabet of DNA
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(A,C,G,T ) to arbitrary size the concept of a DNA-like alphabet is needed:

Definition 2.3.1. A DNA-like alphabet is an alphabet with even cardinality 2n,

n ≥ 1, where the letters are enumerated as follows: Σ = {a1, . . . , an, a1, . . . , an}. Thus,

each of the non-barred letters ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has its barred version ai and vice versa.

It is said that ai and ai are complementary.

The unbarred and barred subalphabets of a DNA-like alphabet are denoted as

purine and pyrimidine alphabets and are formally defined as follows:

Definition 2.3.2. In a DNA-like alphabet the set of non-barred symbols {a1, . . . , an}

is called the purine alphabet.

Definition 2.3.3. In a DNA-like alphabet the set of barred symbols {a1, . . . , an} is

called the pyrimidine alphabet.

It is now possible to formally express the notion of Watson-Crick complementarity

via the definition of the Watson-Crick morphism now that a precise notion of the

type of alphabets required to make use of Watson-Crick complementarity have been

established:

Definition 2.3.4. The Watson-Crick morphism (denoted by hW ) is a letter-to-letter

endomorphism of Σ∗ mapping each letter to its complementary letter. In this disser-

tation hW is generalized over strings of arbitrary length, not just individual letters.

That is, for a string s = a1a2 . . . an, hW (s) = hW (a1)hW (a2) . . . hW (an).

For example, for a in a purine alphabet, hW (a) = a where a is in the corresponding

pyrimidine alphabet. Similarly, for a in the pyrimidine alphabet, hW (a) = a where a

is in the purine alphabet.
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A formal definition of Watson-Crick complementarity has been established. Still

lacking is the notion of how it may be used along with L systems to yield new

language-generating formalisms. First it is required to identify when a complementary

transition/the Watson-Crick morphism is to be invoked. This is resolved in one way

via trigger languages:

Definition 2.3.5. Consider a DNA-like alphabet denoted by Σ. The Watson-Crick

morphism is invoked on a string in Σ∗ when the string is an element of a set known as

the trigger language (trigger for short; also commonly denoted by TR). The trigger

language is defined as a subset of Σ∗. A trigger language is said to be sound if

whenever w ∈ TR then hW (w) ∉ TR. Note that the reverse case may not hold. If

a trigger language is regular then it is called a regular trigger language, or regular

trigger for short.

It is important to note that in all subsequent investigations it is implicitly assumed

that the systems being considered have sound trigger languages. The trigger language

provides us with conditions on when the Watson-Crick morphism is to be invoked.

E0L systems can be augmented with these conditions, creating a language-generating

formalism known as Watson-Crick E0L systems:

Definition 2.3.6. AWatson-Crick E0L system is a tuple (G,TR) whereG = (Σ, h, ω,

∆) is the underlying E0L system utilized by (G,TR), Σ is a DNA-like alphabet, TR

is the trigger language of the system and ω ∈ Σ∗ / TR. The language recognized

by (G,TR) consists of strings over ∆ which can be obtained from the axiom (ω) in

some number of derivation steps: L((G,TR)) = {s ∈ ∆∗ ∣ ω ⇒∗ s}. For the direct

derivation step, if a Watson-Crick E0L system is not explicitly specified as operating

in weak derivation mode (see Definition 2.3.8) then one can assume that it is to be
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operating in standard derivation mode (see Definition 2.3.7). A Watson-Crick E0L

system with a regular trigger language is abbreviated by E0L(REG).

Worthy of note is that, in previous papers related to Watson-Crick L systems, the

terminal alphabet consists equally of purine symbols and their complements. This

condition is relaxed in this dissertation for many of the results, allowing any arbitrary

alphabet to be considered as the terminal alphabet.

In previous work related to Watson-Crick L systems only one derivation mode had

been considered, namely the standard derivation mode:

Definition 2.3.7. Watson-Crick L systems are said to be operating in standard

derivation mode if the Watson-Crick morphism is always applied in the next derivation

step from a string which is derived that is in the trigger language. In terms of Watson-

Crick E0L systems this is specifically defined as the following: Let (G,TR) be a

Watson-Crick E0L system, where G = (Σ, h, ω,∆). Let w1 = a1⋯am. Then w1 ⇒ w2

in standard derivation mode where

� w2 ∈ h(a1)⋯h(am) if w1 ∉ TR

� w2 ∈ hW (a1)⋯hW (am) if w1 ∈ TR

Throughout the rest of the dissertation, if w1 ∈ TR then the next derivation step is

represented as w1⇒hW w2.

Worthy of note is that in previous investigations the definition of standard deriva-

tion mode differs slightly. In previous considerations, if a string is about to be derived

which is in the trigger language then instead its Watson-Crick complement is derived.

With the definition of standard derivation mode above, strings in the trigger language
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are allowed to be derived and in the following derivation step their Watson-Crick com-

plement is derived. Considering either definition of standard derivation mode in this

dissertation does not change the languages recognized by any of the considered sys-

tems since all Watson-Crick L systems in this dissertation have trigger languages

which do not contain strings in the language that they recognize.

Next we provide an example of how a Watson-Crick E0L system operating in

standard derivation mode recognizes a language:

Example 2.3.1. Consider the classical context-sensitive language L = {anbncn ∣ n ≥

1}. This language can be recognized by the Watson-Crick E0L system H = (G,TR)

whereG is the underlying E0L system defined byG = ({a, b, c, a+, b+, c+a, b, c, a+, b+, c+},

h, abc,{a, b, c}), TR = a∗a+b∗b+c∗c+ and h is defined by the following production set:

a⇒ a ∣ aa+ b⇒ b ∣ bb+ c⇒ c ∣ cc+

a⇒ a b⇒ b c⇒ c

a+⇒ a b+⇒ b c+⇒ c

No productions are provided for symbols a+, b+ or c+.

Some derivations in this system are:

� abc⇒ aa+bb+cc+⇒hW aa+bb+cc+⇒ aabbcc⇒ . . .

� abc ⇒ aa+bc which becomes blocked since aa+bc is not in TR and there is no

production for a+

In this dissertation, as an alternative direct derivation step of Watson-Crick L

systems, a new derivation mode called weak derivation mode is introduced:
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Definition 2.3.8. Watson-Crick L systems are said to be operating in weak deriva-

tion mode if the Watson-Crick morphism is nondeterministically chosen to be ap-

plied/not applied in the next derivation step from a string which is derived that is

in the trigger language. That is, derivations utilizing the underlying L system could

continue for strings derived that are in the trigger language. In terms of Watson-Crick

E0L systems this is specifically defined as the following: Let (G,TR) be a Watson-

Crick E0L system, where G = (Σ, h, ω,∆). Let w1 = a1⋯am. Then w1 ⇒ w2 in weak

derivation mode where

� w2 ∈ h(a1)⋯h(am) if w1 ∉ TR

� w2 ∈ h(a1)⋯h(am) or w2 ∈ hW (a1)⋯hW (am) if w1 ∈ TR

Throughout the rest of the dissertation, if w1 ∈ TR and w2 ∈ hW (a1)⋯hW (am) then the

next derivation step is represented as w1⇒hW w2. The language generated byWatson-

Crick E0L system (G,TR) when operating in weak derivation mode is denoted by

Lweak(G,TR). If H refers to such a system then likewise the language of H is denoted

by Lweak(H).

Here an example is provided that illustrates languages generated by Watson-Crick

E0L systems with regular trigger languages operating in standard and weak derivation

modes:

Example 2.3.2. Consider Watson-Crick E0L System H = (G,TR) where TR =

{a, b}∗, G is the underlying E0L system defined by G = ({S, a, b, S, a, b}, h, S,{a, b})

and h is defined by the following production set:
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S ⇒ ab

a⇒ a ∣ aa b⇒ b ∣ bb

a⇒ a b⇒ b

No productions are provided for S. Consider H to be operating in standard derivation

mode. The only possible derivation in standard derivation mode is S ⇒ ab⇒hW ab⇒

ab⇒hW ab⇒ ⋯. The derivation sequence ab⇒hW ab⇒ ab will continue forever. The

only terminal string which appears in this derivation sequence is ab and consequently

the language recognized by H when operating in standard derivation mode is {ab}.

Notice that the trigger language is sound. That is, in this derivation sequence, there

are no two consecutive derivation steps where hW is applied. Now consider H to be

operating in weak derivation mode. Many derivations become possible:

� S ⇒ ab⇒hW ab⇒ ⋯

� S ⇒ ab⇒ a2b2⇒ a4b4⇒ a8b8⇒ ⋯

� S ⇒ ab⇒ aab⇒ aaab⇒ ⋯

� S ⇒ ab⇒hW ab⇒ ab⇒ abb⇒ aabbb⇒ ⋯

Whenever a string is derived in TR the system can always nondeterministically choose

to continue deriving using the underlying E0L system rather than applying hW in the

next derivation step, yielding different derived strings. The language recognized by

H when operating in weak derivation mode is {anbm ∣ n ≥ 1,m ≥ 1}.

In previous work it had been established that Watson-Crick D0L systems with

a non-regular trigger language and a potentially infinite number of applications of

the Watson-Crick morphism can recognize the recursively enumerable languages ([31,
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32]). This led to investigations into the computational power of such systems where

only finitely many applications of the Watson-Crick morphism are allowed, namely,

a single application ([29, 30]). Such systems are known as Uni-Transitional Watson-

Crick D0L systems. Here this notion of Uni-Transitionality is generalized to any

arbitrary Watson-Crick L system:

Definition 2.3.9. A Watson-Crick L system is said to be Uni-Transitional if any

derivation in the system utilizes the Watson-Crick Morphism at most once. That is,

for (G,TR) where G = (Σ, h, ω1,∆) if ω1 ⇒ ω2 ⇒∗ ωi ⇒ ωi+1, i > 1, ωi ∈ TR and

ωi+1 = hW (ωi) then there does not exist a j < i where ωj ∈ TR and ωj+1 = hW (ωj).

This notion can be considered separately for either standard or weak derivation mode.

Note that if a Watson-Crick L system is Uni-Transitional in weak derivation mode

then it is also Uni-Transitional when considered to be operating in standard derivation

mode. Note that the reverse case may not hold. An L system is said to be strongly

Uni-Transitional if any Watson-Crick L system utilizing it as the underlying L system

is always Uni-Transitional.

Here an example is provided illustrating the language recognized by a Uni-Transitional

Watson-Crick E0L system:

Example 2.3.3. Consider Watson-Crick E0L system H = (G,TR) where TR = {A},

G = ({S,A,B, a,S,A,B, a}, h, S,{a}) and h is defined by the following production
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set:

S ⇒ A ∣ B

B ⇒ a

A⇒ aa

a⇒ a

No productions are provided for A,S,B, a. Two derivations are possible in this sys-

tem. In one derivation S ⇒ A⇒hW A⇒ aa and in the other derivation S ⇒ B ⇒ a.

In either derivation hW is applied at most once and so the system is Uni-Transitional.

The language recognized by the system is {a, aa}.

This notion of Uni-Transitionality can be weakened slightly where it is only re-

quired that derivations of terminal strings in extended L systems (E0L systems for

example) be Uni-Transitional:

Definition 2.3.10. A Watson-Crick EL system (such as a Watson-Crick E0L sys-

tem, Watson-Crick ET0L system, etc.) is said to be Usefully Uni-Transitional if any

derivation of a terminal string in the system utilizes the Watson-Crick Morphism

at most once. That is, for (G,TR) where G = (Σ, h, ω1,∆), if ω1 ⇒∗ ωn where

ωn ∈ L((G,TR)), n > 1 and there exists an i where 1 ≤ i < n such that ωi+1 = hW (ωi)

then there does not exist j where 1 ≤ j < i or i < j < n where ωj+1 = hW (ωj). A L

system is said to be Strongly, Usefully Uni-Transitional if any Watson-Crick L system

utilizing it as the underlying L system is always Usefully Uni-Transitional.

Here an example is provided illustrating the difference between Uni-Transitional

and Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems:
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Example 2.3.4. Consider Watson-Crick E0L system H = (G,TR) where TR =

{B,C,CC}, G = ({A,B,C, a,A,B,C, a}, h,A,{a}) and h is defined by the follow-

ing production set:

A⇒ B ∣ C

C ⇒ CC

B ⇒ a

No productions are provided for B,C, a,A, a. H is not Uni-Transitional because of the

derivation A⇒ C ⇒hW C ⇒ CC ⇒hW CC ⇒ CCCC. H is Usefully Uni-Transitional

because the only derivation producing a terminal string is A⇒ B ⇒hW B ⇒ a which

utilizes hW at most once and hence the language recognized by this system is {a}.

Uni-Transitional L systems can also be restricted where it is required that no

terminal strings be derived in any derivation by an application of the Watson-Crick

morphism. These are known as Blocking Watson-Crick L systems:

Definition 2.3.11. A Watson-Crick L system is said to be Blocking if the system is

Uni-Transitional, where all terminal strings are derived without applying the Watson-

Crick morphism and any derivations involving the application of the Watson-Crick

morphism will not derive terminal strings. This notion can be considered separately

for either standard or weak derivation mode. Note that if a Watson-Crick L system

is Blocking in weak derivation mode then it is also Blocking when considered to be

operating in standard derivation mode. Note that the reverse case may not hold. A

L system is said to be strongly Blocking if any Watson-Crick L system utilizing it as

the underlying L system is always Blocking.

Here an example is provided illustrating the language recognized by a Blocking
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Watson-Crick E0L system:

Example 2.3.5. Consider Watson-Crick E0L system H = (G,TR) where TR is

defined by the regular expression a∗Ab∗c∗+a∗b∗Bc∗+a∗b∗c∗C+a∗Ab∗Bc∗+a∗Ab∗c∗C+

a∗b∗Bc∗C, G = ({a, b, c,A,B,C, a, b, c,A,B,C}, h,ABC,{a, b, c}) and h is defined by

the following production set:

A⇒ aA ∣ ε B ⇒ bB ∣ ε C ⇒ cC ∣ ε

a⇒ a b⇒ b c⇒ c

No productions are provided for any of the pyrimidine/barred letters. Some example

derivations in this system are:

� ABC ⇒ ε

� ABC ⇒ aAbBcC ⇒ abc

� ABC ⇒ aAbBcC ⇒ aaAbbBccC ⇒ aaaAbbbBcccC ⇒ aaabbbccc

� ABC ⇒ bBcC ⇒hW bBcC which becomes blocked since there are no productions for

pyrimidine symbols.

� ABC ⇒ aAbBcC ⇒ aaAbc⇒hW aaAbc which becomes blocked.

It is obvious that terminal strings can only be derived without applying hW . Terminal

strings can only be derived from strings of the form anAbnBcnC where n ≥ 0 and

nonterminals A,B,C must simultaneously be rewritten to ε in the same derivation

step. Thus the language recognized by the system is {anbncn ∣ n ≥ 0}.

Consider an arbitrary alphabet denoted by A. In this dissertation many results

introduce and rely on the use of marked copies of alphabets such as A. These are

indicated by various symbolic representations of A, such as Â, Ȧ, A⃗, Ã, Ǎ, etc. These
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sets are meant to be disjoint with A (intersection with A results in the empty set) and

have the same cardinality of A. That is, for each symbol in A, there is an equivalent,

marked symbol in the marked copy of A which does not appear in A itself. These

marked copies of A have unique uses in the results considered, which differ from the

use of symbols in A itself (the corresponding set of rewriting rules for the marked

symbols is different or strings involving marked symbols are recognized differently by

the trigger language of the systems considered).

A Glossary of abbreviations is provided for variants of Watson-Crick L systems

which are referred to often in this dissertation.

Glossary of Abbreviations of Watson-Crick L systems
Abbreviation Associated System
E0L(any, blocking) Blocking Watson-Crick E0L systems with

any trigger language operating in standard
derivation mode

E0L(any, uni) Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems
with any trigger language operating in stan-
dard derivation mode

E0L(any, weak, blocking) Blocking Watson-Crick E0L systems with
any trigger language operating in weak
derivation mode

E0L(any, weak, strong-blocking) Strongly Blocking Watson-Crick E0L sys-
tems with any trigger language operating in
weak derivation mode

E0L(any, weak, strong-uni) Strongly Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L
systems with any trigger language operating
in weak derivation mode

E0L(any, weak, strong-useful-uni) Strong, Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-
Crick E0L systems with any trigger language
operating in weak derivation mode

E0L(any, weak, uni) Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems
with any trigger language operating in weak
derivation mode
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E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L
systems with any trigger language operating
in weak derivation mode

E0L(minimal linear) Watson-Crick E0L systems with trigger lan-
guages belonging to the minimal linear
languages operating in standard derivation
mode

E0L(minimal linear, weak, uni) Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems
with trigger languages belonging to the min-
imal linear languages operating in weak
derivation mode

E0L(REG) Watson-Crick E0L systems with regular trig-
gers operating in standard derivation mode

E0L(REG, blocking) Blocking Watson-Crick E0L systems with
regular triggers operating in standard deriva-
tion mode

E0L(REG, uni) Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems
with regular triggers operating in standard
derivation mode

E0L(REG, weak) Watson-Crick E0L systems with regular trig-
gers operating in weak derivation mode

E0L(REG, weak, bounded) Watson-Crick E0L systems with regular trig-
gers operating in weak derivation mode
where the number of applications of hW in
any derivation is bounded by a predefined
constant

E0L(REG, weak, strong-uni) Strongly Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L
systems with regular triggers operating in
weak derivation mode

E0L(REG, weak, strong-useful-uni) Strongly, Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-
Crick E0L systems with regular triggers op-
erating in weak derivation mode

E0L(REG, weak, uni) Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems
with regular triggers operating in weak
derivation mode

E0L(REG, weak, useful-uni) Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L
systems with regular triggers operating in
weak derivation mode
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EDT0L(CF, uni) Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick EDT0L sys-
tems with trigger languages belonging to the
context-free languages operating in standard
derivation mode

ET0L(REG, weak, bounded) Watson-Crick ET0L systems with regular
triggers operating in weak derivation mode
where the number of applications of hW in
any derivation is bounded by a predefined
constant



Chapter 3

Blocking & Uni Watson-Crick E0L

systems

In this chapter it is proven that Blocking and Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L

systems with regular trigger languages are sufficiently powerful to generate all recur-

sively enumerable languages. That is, it is shown that grammars in classes

E0L(REG, blocking) and E0L(REG, uni) generate exactly the recursively enumerable

languages.

In [23] Theorem 4 it is proven that one-sided context-sensitive grammars (see

Definition 2.1.3) with productions of the following form (which additionally includes

empty productions) can recognize the recursively enumerable languages:

AB ⇒ AC,A⇒ BC,A⇒ a,A⇒ ε (3.1)

where A,B,C ∈ V , a ∈ Σ.

In what follows a construction of an E0L(REG, blocking) system is provided which

34
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recognizes the same language as any arbitrary one-sided context-sensitive grammar

with productions of the form mentioned above in (3.1). The system constructed

contains the alphabet of and simulates directly all context-free productions of the

grammar being simulated. Additionally, two new sets of symbols are introduced:

V̂ = {v̂ ∣ v ∈ V }, (V × V ) = {(a, b) ∣ a, b ∈ V }. For any A,B,C ∈ V , A ⇒ Â where

Â ∈ V̂ , Â⇒ A, B ⇒ (B,C) where (B,C) ∈ (V × V ) and (B,C)⇒ C are productions

in the system. Pyrimidine (barred) versions of Σ, V, V̂ and (V ×V ) are also introduced

into the alphabet of the system which have no productions and are not derived by any

productions in the system. In order to simulate a context-sensitive production in the

original grammar a string derived in the system must contain exactly one instance of

Â ∈ V̂ , exactly one instance of (B,C) ∈ (V ×V ), Â must immediately precede (B,C)

and furthermore AB ⇒ AC must be a context-sensitive production in the original

grammar. If a string is derived with exactly one symbol in V̂ and exactly one symbol

in (V ×V ) where these conditions are met then the string is not in the trigger language

and in the next derivation step the morphism of the underlying E0L system is applied

resulting in the proper simulation of a context-sensitive production from the original

grammar. If a string is derived with at least one symbol in V̂ ∪ (V × V ) where these

conditions are not met, then the string is recognized by the trigger language and

in the next derivation step hW is applied. Once hW is applied the resulting string

will contain pyrimidine symbols which have no productions and so the derivation

becomes blocked. The proof of language equivalence resides in the section following

the construction.
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3.1 Construction

Let G = (Σ, V, S,P ) be a one-sided context-sensitive grammar whose productions in

P are of the forms in (3.1). Let V̂ = {v̂ ∣ v ∈ V }, (V × V ) = {(a, b) ∣ a, b ∈ V }. Let

H = (K,TR) be an E0L(REG) system where K is the underlying E0L system and TR

is a regular trigger language. K = (Σ∪V ∪V̂ ∪(V ×V )∪Σ∪V ∪V̂ ∪(V × V ), PH , S,Σ∪Σ)

where all subalphabets of K are mutually disjoint and PH is the following production

set:

� For any a ∈ Σ, a⇒ a is in PH

� Always when A ⇒ BC, A ⇒ a, or A ⇒ ε is in P where A,B,C ∈ V, a ∈ Σ, the

same production is in PH

� For any A ∈ V , PH contains the productions A ⇒ A, A ⇒ Â, Â ⇒ A where

Â ∈ V̂

� For any B,C ∈ V , PH contains the productions B ⇒ (B,C), (B,C)⇒ C

No productions are provided for any letters in the pyrimidine alphabet (set of barred

symbols) of this system.

Let X = Σ ∪ V ∪ V̂ ∪ (V × V ). TR, the trigger language for E0L(REG) system H,

can be defined as a regular language over alphabet X:
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TR = (X∗V̂ X∗ ∪ X∗(V × V )X∗)

−

{ ac(d, e)b ∣ a, b ∈ (Σ + V )∗, c ∈ V̂ , d, e ∈ V, (d, e) ∈ (V × V ), cd⇒ ce

is a production rule in Grammar G }

3.2 Proof of Language Equivalence

G,H,TR,P,PH are defined in Section 3.1. First, it is proven that the trigger language

TR is sound then it is demonstrated that the language recognized by context-sensitive

grammar G is a subset or equal to the language recognized by system H and vice

versa. This is done by showing that, for any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x⇒∗G y then x⇒∗H y

and vice versa. Many of the proofs are by induction.

The property that all strings in the trigger language TR contain at least 1 symbol

of type V̂ or (V × V ) is obvious from the definition of TR:

Lemma 3.2.1. ∀x ∈ TR ∶#V̂ ∪(V ×V )x ≥ 1

Next it is shown that TR is sound using Lemma 3.2.1.

Lemma 3.2.2. TR is sound.

Proof. For any x ∈ TR, #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

hW (x) ≥ 1 by Lemma 3.2.1 and definition of hW .

(V̂ ∪ (V × V )) ∩ alph(TR) = ∅ by definition of TR. So hW (x) ∉ TR.

Now it is shown that any production in G can be simulated in H. The following

Lemma shows that any context-free production in G can be simulated by H. This is
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obvious due to the definition of PH .

Lemma 3.2.3. Let a = pAq, b = pcq where A ∈ V , p, q, c ∈ (Σ+V )∗ and let A⇒ c ∈ P

(the set of productions for Grammar G). If a⇒G b then a⇒H b.

Proof. For any i ∈ Σ∪V , i⇒H i by definition of PH . So p⇒H p and q⇒H q. A⇒H c

by definition of PH . So pAq⇒H pcq and thus a⇒H b.

The following Lemma shows that any context-sensitive production in G can be

simulated by H. This too is obvious due to the definition of PH .

Lemma 3.2.4. Let a = pABq, b = pACq where A,B,C ∈ V , p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗ and let

AB ⇒ AC ∈ P . If a⇒G b then a⇒∗H b.

Proof. For any i ∈ Σ∪V , i⇒H i by definition of PH . So p⇒H p and q⇒H q. A⇒H Â,

B ⇒H (B,C) by definition of PH . So pABq ⇒H pÂ(B,C)q. Â⇒H A, (B,C)⇒H C

by definition of PH . So pÂ(B,C)q ⇒H pACq. So pABq ⇒H pÂ(B,C)q ⇒H pACq

and thus a⇒∗H b.

The following Lemma proves that if a string is derived in G then the same string

can be derived in H. This is proven by induction where the Lemma statement forms

the Inductive Hypothesis. In the inductive step it is shown that b ∈ (Σ + V )∗ is

derived in G immediately from a string in (Σ + V )∗ using a production where the

left-hand side is a nonterminal/sequence of nonterminals and the only productions

for these nonterminals are context-free or context-sensitive productions. Hence b is

also derived in H by Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.

Lemma 3.2.5. For any a, b ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if a⇒n
G b where n ≥ 0 then a⇒∗H b.
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Proof.

Base Case:

Consider when n = 0. This implies a = b. a⇒∗H b by this fact and by definition of ⇒∗.

Inductive Step:

Assume a ⇒n+1
G b where n ≥ 0. Then a ⇒n

G c ⇒G b where c ∈ (Σ + V )∗. a ⇒∗H c

by the Inductive Hypothesis. If c ⇒G b then c must contain a nonterminal(s) and

furthermore b is derived from applying a production to the nonterminal(s) in c since

c ∈ (Σ+V )∗, c⇒G b and there are no productions in G for symbols in Σ by definition

of G. The only productions in G where the left-hand side contains nonterminals are

productions of the form A ⇒ d or of the form AB ⇒ AC where d ∈ (Σ + V )∗ and

A,B,C ∈ V . If c derives b with a production of the form A⇒ d then c is of the form

pAq and b is of the form pdq where p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Then c⇒H b by Lemma 3.2.3. If

c derives b with a production of the form AB ⇒ AC then c is of the form pABq and

b is of the form pACq where p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Then c⇒∗H b by Lemma 3.2.4. Then in

general for both cases c⇒∗H b. Thus a⇒∗H b.

The following Lemma is proven directly from Lemma 3.2.5.

Lemma 3.2.6. L(G) ⊆ L(H)

Proof. An immediate consequent of Lemma 3.2.5 is that, for any a, b ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if

a⇒∗G b then a⇒∗H b. Consider S ∈ V ⊂ (Σ+V )∗. For any x ∈ (Σ+V )∗, if S ⇒∗G x then

S ⇒∗H x due to this consequential property. So { x ∣ S ⇒∗G x } ⊆ { x ∣ S ⇒∗H x }. This

implies that { x ∣ S ⇒∗G x }∩Σ∗ ⊆ { x ∣ S ⇒∗H x }∩(Σ+Σ)∗. L(G) = { x ∣ S ⇒∗G x }∩Σ∗.

L(H) = { x ∣ S ⇒∗H x } ∩ (Σ +Σ)∗. Therefore L(G) ⊆ L(H).

The following Lemma proves that if a derivation in H begins with a string that

does not contain any Σ symbols and some string is derived where no previous strings
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in the derivation exist in the trigger language TR then the derived string does not

contain any symbols in Σ. It is proven by induction where the Lemma statement

forms the Inductive Hypothesis. In the inductive step the claim is proven by showing

that the previous string in the derivation of the derived string does not contain any

symbols in Σ and there are no productions for symbols not in Σ where the right-hand

side contains symbols in Σ. Thus the derived string must not contain any symbols in

Σ.

Lemma 3.2.7. If w = w0⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⇒H wn = u, w ∈ (V +V̂ +(V ×V )+Σ+V +V̂ +(V × V ))∗,

wi ∉ TR where 0 ≤ i ≤ n then #Σu = 0.

Proof.

Base Case: Consider when n = 0. This implies w = u. alph(w)∩Σ = ∅. So #Σu = 0.

Inductive Step:

w ⇒n+1
H v: If w ⇒n+1

H v then w ⇒n
H u ⇒H v for some u. If w ⇒n

H u then by the

Inductive Hypothesis #Σu = 0. If this is the case then also alph(u) ⊆ alph(H) / Σ

by definition of PH . There does not exist a production l ⇒ m in PH for any l ∈

alph(H) / Σ where m contains an occurrence of a symbol in Σ by definition of PH .

So #Σv = 0.

The following Lemma effectively proves that the language recognized by H is only

defined over the alphabet Σ. Specifically, it proves that if a derivation in H begins

with a string that does not contain any Σ symbols and some string is derived that

contains symbols in Σ then the derived string also contains at least one symbol in

V̂ ∪(V × V ). This is done by considering the cases where the Watson-Crick morphism

is or is not applied previously. If the Watson-Crick morphism is not applied previously

then the derived string, u, contains no symbols in Σ. If the Watson-Crick morphism is
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applied previously then it is shown that the string derived from applying the Watson-

Crick morphism is u and that symbols in V̂ ∪ ˆ(V × V ) must exist in u even if u does

or does not contain symbols in Σ.

Lemma 3.2.8. For E0L(REG) system H with trigger TR and axiom w ∈ (V + V̂ +

(V × V ) +Σ + V + V̂ + (V × V ))∗, if w⇒+H u and #Σu ≥ 1 then #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

u ≥ 1.

Proof.

1. Assume that hW is not applied prior to u in w = w0 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wn = u where

n ≥ 1.

1. Assume u ∉ TR. Then #Σu = 0 by Lemma 3.2.7.

2. Assume u ∈ TR. Then #Σu = 0 since alph(TR) ∩Σ = ∅.

2. Assume that hW is applied prior to u in w = w0 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wn = u where n ≥ 1.

Then w⇒i
H y ⇒hW hW (y)⇒∗H u where 0 ≤ i < n. #

V̂ ∪(V ×V )
hW (y) ≥ 1 by Lemma

3.2.1. For any c ∈ V̂ ∪ (V × V ), PH(c) = ∅. So hW (y) = u and #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

u ≥ 1 since

#
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

hW (y) ≥ 1. If #Σu ≥ 1 then always #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

u ≥ 1.

The following Lemma proves that, for any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x directly derives y

in H via context-free productions then x derives y in G via a sequence of derivation

steps where a context-free production is applied at each step. This is obvious due to

the definition of PH .

Lemma 3.2.9. For any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x⇒H y then x⇒∗G y.

Proof. Let x = a1⋯an where ai ∈ Σ ∪ V , y = b1⋯bn where bi ∈ (Σ + V )∗ such that

ai ⇒H bi where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ai ⇒H bi iff ai ⇒?
G bi where 1 ≤ i ≤ n by definition of
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P , PH . So ai ⇒?
G bi where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If this is the case then (b1⋯bi−1)⋅ (ai⋯an) ⇒?

G

(b1⋯bi)⋅ (ai+1⋯an) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So x⇒∗G y by previous and definition of ⇒?
G.

The following proves that if a string x ∈ (Σ + V )∗ derives a string of the form

rÂ(B,C)s in system H via a sequence of simulations of context-sensitive productions

then x derives a string of the form rACs in grammar G. This will be useful when

proving that strings derived over the alphabet (Σ+V )∗ by sequences of simulations of

context-sensitive productions in H can also be derived in G. This Lemma is proven

by induction where the Lemma statement forms the Inductive Hypothesis. In the

base case a more specific form for x is established (pABq) and it is shown that rACs

is derivable from this form in G if x derives rÂ(B,C)s in H. In the inductive step

a more specific form for wn is established (rÂ(B,C)s). It is shown that rACs is

derivable from x in G due to the inductive hypothesis and that if rÂ(B,C)s derives

tD̂(E,F )u inH then tDFu is derivable from rACs in G. Therefore tDFu is derivable

from x in G.

Lemma 3.2.10. For any x ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x = w0 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wn = rÂ(B,C)s where

r, s ∈ (Σ + V )∗, Â ∈ V̂ , (B,C) ∈ (V × V ) and wi−1 ⇒H wi are valid simulations of

context-sensitive productions (wi ∈ (Σ + V )∗V̂ (V × V )(Σ + V )∗ and wi ∉ TR) where

1 ≤ i ≤ n then x⇒+G rACs.

Proof.

Base Case:

Consider when x⇒H rÂ(B,C)s. xmust contain substring AB as the only production

for Â ∈ V̂ in PH is A ⇒ Â and the only production for (B,C) ∈ (V × V ) in PH is

B ⇒ (B,C). So x must be of the form pABq where A,B ∈ V , p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗ since

x ∈ (Σ + V )∗. It must be the case that p ⇒H r and q ⇒H s. If this is the case
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then pABq ⇒∗G rABq ⇒∗G rABs by Lemma 3.2.9. AB ⇒ AC must be a production

in G since rÂ(B,C)s ∉ TR and by definition of TR. Then rABs ⇒G rACs. So

x = pABq⇒∗G rABq⇒∗G rABs⇒G rACs. So x⇒+G rACs.

Inductive Step:

Let x = w0 ⇒n+1
H wn+1 = tD̂(E,F )u where t, u ∈ (Σ + V )∗, D̂ ∈ V̂ , (E,F ) ∈ (V × V )

and wi−1 ⇒H wi are valid simulations of context-sensitive productions (wi ∈ (Σ +

V )∗V̂ (V × V )(Σ + V )∗ and wi ∉ TR) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Then x ⇒n
H rÂ(B,C)s

and so x⇒∗G rACs by the Inductive Hypothesis. r or s must contain substring DE

as the only production for D̂ ∈ V̂ in PH is D ⇒ D̂ and the only production for

(E,F ) ∈ (V × V ) in PH is E ⇒ (E,F ).

1. Consider the case when s contains substring DE: s must be of the form vDEw

where v,w ∈ (Σ + V )∗ since s ∈ (Σ + V )∗. If this is the case then rÂ(B,C)s =

rÂ(B,C)vDEw ⇒H r′ACv′D̂(E,F )w′ = tD̂(E,F )u where r ⇒H r′, Â ⇒H A,

(B,C) ⇒H C, v ⇒H v′, w ⇒H w′ and r′, v′,w′ ∈ (Σ + V )∗ since tD̂(E,F )u ∈

(Σ+V )∗V̂ (V ×V )(Σ+V )∗. rACs = rACvDEw⇒∗G r′ACvDEw by Lemma 3.2.9.

r′ACvDEw ⇒∗G r′ACv′DEw by Lemma 3.2.9. r′ACv′DEw ⇒∗G r′ACv′DEw′

by Lemma 3.2.9. r′ACv′DEw′ ⇒G r′ACv′DFw′ = tDFu since DE ⇒ DF is a

production in G by tD̂(E,F )u ∉ TR and definition of TR. So x ⇒+G tDFu by

transitivity of ⇒∗G.

2. Consider the case when r contains substring DE: The proof follows symmetrically

for this case.

The following Lemma shows that if a string y in (Σ + V )∗ is derivable from x

in (Σ + V )∗ via a sequence of simulations of context-sensitive productions in system
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H then y is also derivable from x in grammar G. This is proven directly from an

application of Lemma 10 and two applications of Lemma 9.

Lemma 3.2.11. For any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x = w0 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wn = u ⇒H y and

wi−1⇒H wi are valid simulations of context-sensitive productions (wi ∈ (Σ+V )∗V̂ (V ×

V )(Σ + V )∗ and wi ∉ TR) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n then x⇒+G y.

Proof. Assume x = w0⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⇒H wn = u⇒H y for any x, y ∈ (Σ+V )∗ and wi−1⇒H wi

are valid simulations of context-sensitive productions. u is of the form rÂ(B,C)s

where r, s ∈ (Σ + V )∗, Â ∈ V̂ , (B,C) ∈ (V × V ). u = rÂ(B,C)s⇒H r′ACs′ = y where

Â ⇒H A, (B,C) ⇒H C, r ⇒H r′, s ⇒H s′ and r′, s′ ∈ (Σ + V )∗ since y ∈ (Σ + V )∗.

x ⇒+G rACs by Lemma 3.2.10, x = w0 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wn = rÂ(B,C)s and wi−1 ⇒H wi

are valid simulations of context-sensitive productions. rACs ⇒∗G r′ACs by Lemma

3.2.9. r′ACs⇒∗G r′ACs′ = y by Lemma 3.2.9. So x⇒+G y by transitivity of ⇒∗G.

The following Lemma effectively shows that any string in (Σ + V )∗ derivable in

system H is also derivable in grammar G. This is proven by induction where the

Lemma statement forms the Inductive Hypothesis. The base case is trivial. In the

inductive step all possible derivations in H are considered for the first occurrence of

a string y ∈ (Σ + V )∗ from a string z ∈ (Σ + V )∗ where z is derived in n derivation

steps from x ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Upon considering all possibilities it is shown that y can be

derived in G in some number of steps from x.

Lemma 3.2.12. For any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x⇒n
H y where n ≥ 0 then x⇒∗G y.

Proof.

Base Case: Consider when n = 0. This implies x = y. So x⇒∗G y by this fact and by

definition of ⇒∗.
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Inductive Step:

Assume x ⇒n
H z ⇒m

H y where x, y, z ∈ (Σ + V )∗, 0 < m and y is the first occurrence

of a string in (Σ + V )∗ in a derivation from z. x⇒∗G z by the Inductive Hypothesis.

Consider the possibilities for m:

� If m = 1 then z ⇒∗G y by Lemma 3.2.9 and so x⇒∗G y.

� If m > 1 then z ⇒m
H y can be rewritten as z ⇒H w1 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wm = y and

wi ∉ (Σ + V )∗ where 1 ≤ i <m. Consider the possibilities for wj where 1 ≤ j <m:

1. If there exists a string wj ∈ TR where 1 ≤ j < m then #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

wj+1 ≥ 1 by

Lemma 3.2.1. wj+1 is blocked since for any c ∈ V̂ ∪ (V × V ), PH(c) = ∅. So

the derivation ends with wj+1 ∉ (Σ + V )∗ which contradicts the assumption

that z ⇒m
H y. So it must be that wi ∉ TR where 1 ≤ i <m.

2. If there exists a string wj where #
V ∪V̂ ∪(V ×V )

wj ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j < m then wj

is blocked since for any c ∈ V ∪ V̂ ∪ (V × V ), PH(c) = ∅. So the derivation

ends with wj ∉ (Σ + V )∗ which contradicts the assumption that z ⇒m
H y. So

it must be that wi does not contain any symbols in V ∪ V̂ ∪ (V × V ) where

1 ≤ i <m.

3. If there exists a string wj where #Σwj ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j <m then z ⇒+H wj and

#Σwj ≥ 1 implies #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

wj ≥ 1 by Lemma 3.2.8. wj is blocked since for

any c ∈ V̂ ∪ (V × V ), PH(c) = ∅. So the derivation ends with wj ∉ (Σ + V )∗

which contradicts the assumption that z ⇒m
H y. So it must be that wi does

not contain any symbols in Σ where 1 ≤ i <m.

Thus #
Σ∪V ∪V̂ ∪(V ×V )

wi = 0 where 1 ≤ i <m by 2 and 3 above. wi ∈ (Σ + V )∗V̂ (V ×
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V )(Σ + V )∗ since wi ∉ (Σ + V )∗, #Σ∪V ∪V̂ ∪(V ×V )
wi = 0 and wi ∉ TR by 1 above

where 1 ≤ i < m. Then z ⇒+G y by this fact, z ∈ (Σ + V )∗, wi ∉ TR by 1 above

where 1 ≤ i <m and Lemma 3.2.11. Thus x⇒+G y.

So, in general, for both cases where m = 1 and m > 1, x⇒∗G y.

Lemma 3.2.13. L(H) ⊆ L(G)

Proof. An immediate consequent of Lemma 3.2.12 is that, for any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if

x ⇒∗H y then x ⇒∗G y. A consequent of Lemma 3.2.8 is that L(H) ⊆ Σ∗ ⊆ (Σ + V )∗.

Thus, L(H) is defined as {y ∣ y ∈ Σ∗ and S ⇒∗ y} where S ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Thus, for any

y ∈ L(H), S ⇒∗H y implies that S ⇒∗G y. L(H) ⊆ L(G).

Lemma 3.2.14. L(G) = L(H)

Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 3.2.6 and 3.2.13.

From the above Lemma the main result of this section is obtained:

Theorem 3.2.1. Every Recursively Enumerable Language can be generated by an

E0L(REG) system. Furthermore, every Recursively Enumerable Language can be

generated by an E0L(REG, blocking) system (all terminal strings are derived without

applying the Watson-Crick morphism; any derivations involving application of the

Watson-Crick morphism will be blocked).

Proof. Any Recursively Enumerable Language can be generated by a grammar whose

productions are of the form A ⇒ BC, AB ⇒ AC, A ⇒ a, A ⇒ ε as stated in [23]

Theorem 4. An E0L(REG) system defined in the Construction can be constructed

which recognizes a language that is equivalent to the language recognized by the

aforementioned grammar by Lemma 3.2.14. This system is defined in such a way
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that no productions exist for the complements of any terminal or nonterminal of any

string in the Trigger Language of the system. So if a string is derived that is in the

Trigger Language then hW will be applied and the derivation is blocked. This implies

that, for any derivation in the system, there is at most one string which exists in the

Trigger Language and no terminal string can be derived further. This implies that

the system is, more specifically, an E0L(REG, blocking) system.

Above it has been shown that any recursively enumerable language can be gen-

erated by blocking Watson-Crick E0L systems employing a regular trigger language.

Conversely, it is clear that a Turing machine (using unlimited time and space) can

simulate the derivations of any Watson-Crick E0L system employing a trigger lan-

guage having a decidable membership problem. Consequently, it follows that the class

of languages generated by the systems in E0L(REG, blocking) consists of exactly the

recursively enumerable languages.

3.3 Example

In [10] it is proven that the following left-sided grammar, G, recognizes the language

{ambmcn ∣ 1 < n <m} which is non-context free:

G = (Σ, V, S,P ) where Σ = {a, b, c}, V = {S,A,B,C,D} and P consists of productions:

S ⇒ aaABBcc A⇒ aAB ∣ ab bB ⇒ bC
CB ⇒ CC bC ⇒ bD bD⇒ bb
DC ⇒DB BC ⇒ BB BC ⇒ BBc

This grammar can be modified so that its productions are of the form defined in (3.1).

Call this new grammar G̃. G̃ is defined as:
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G̃ = (Σ, V, S,P ) where Σ = {a, b, c}, V = {S,A,B,C,D, ã, b̃, c̃, B̃c, ãaAB, B̃cc, ÃB, ãAB}

and P consists of productions:

S ⇒ ãaABB̃cc A⇒ ãÃB ∣ ãb̃ b̃B ⇒ b̃C CB ⇒ CC

b̃C ⇒ b̃D b̃D⇒ b̃b̃ DC ⇒DB BC ⇒ BB

BC ⇒ BB̃c ã⇒ a b̃⇒ b c̃⇒ c

ãaAB ⇒ ããAB ãAB ⇒ ãÃB B̃cc⇒ B̃cc̃ B̃c⇒ Bc̃

ÃB ⇒ AB

Some derivations in G̃ are:

� S⇒ ãaABB̃cc⇒ ããABB̃cc⇒ aãABB̃cc⇒ aãÃBB̃cc⇒ aaÃBB̃cc⇒ aaABB̃cc

⇒ aaãb̃BB̃cc⇒ aaab̃BB̃cc⇒ aaab̃CB̃cc⇒ aaab̃DB̃cc⇒ aaab̃b̃B̃cc⇒ aaabb̃B̃cc

⇒ aaabb̃B̃cc̃ ⇒ aaabb̃Bc̃c̃ ⇒ aaabb̃Cc̃c̃ ⇒ aaabb̃Dc̃c̃ ⇒ aaabb̃b̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaabbb̃c̃c̃ ⇒

aaabbbc̃c̃ ⇒ aaabbbcc̃ ⇒ aaabbbcc

� S⇒ ãaABB̃cc⇒ ããABB̃cc⇒ aãABB̃cc⇒ aãÃBB̃cc⇒ aaÃBB̃cc⇒ aaABB̃cc

⇒ aaãÃBBB̃cc⇒ aaaÃBBB̃cc⇒ aaaABBB̃cc⇒ aaaãb̃BBB̃cc⇒ aaaab̃BBB̃cc

⇒ aaaab̃CBB̃cc⇒ aaaab̃DBB̃cc⇒ aaaab̃b̃BB̃cc⇒ aaaabb̃BB̃cc⇒ aaaabb̃CB̃cc

⇒ aaaabb̃DB̃cc ⇒ aaaabb̃b̃B̃cc ⇒ aaaabbb̃B̃cc ⇒ aaaabbb̃B̃cc̃ ⇒ aaaabbb̃Bc̃c̃

⇒ aaaabbb̃Cc̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbb̃Dc̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbb̃b̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbbb̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbbbc̃c̃ ⇒

aaaabbbbcc̃ ⇒ aaaabbbbcc

� S⇒ ãaABB̃cc⇒ ããABB̃cc⇒ aãABB̃cc⇒ aãÃBB̃cc⇒ aaÃBB̃cc⇒ aaABB̃cc

⇒ aaãÃBBB̃cc⇒ aaaÃBBB̃cc⇒ aaaABBB̃cc⇒ aaaãb̃BBB̃cc⇒ aaaab̃BBB̃cc

⇒ aaaab̃CBB̃cc⇒ aaaab̃CCB̃cc⇒ aaaab̃CCB̃cc̃⇒ aaaab̃CCBc̃c̃⇒ aaaab̃CCCc̃c̃

⇒ aaaab̃DCCc̃c̃⇒ aaaab̃DBCc̃c̃⇒ aaaab̃DBCc̃c̃⇒ aaaab̃b̃BCc̃c̃⇒ aaaabb̃BCc̃c̃

⇒ aaaabb̃BB̃cc̃c̃⇒ aaaabb̃CB̃cc̃c̃⇒ aaaabb̃DB̃cc̃c̃⇒ aaaabb̃b̃B̃cc̃c̃⇒ aaaabbb̃B̃cc̃c̃
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⇒ aaaabbb̃Bc̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbb̃Cc̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbb̃Dc̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbb̃b̃c̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbbb̃c̃c̃c̃

⇒ aaaabbbbc̃c̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbbbcc̃c̃ ⇒ aaaabbbbccc̃ ⇒ aaaabbbbccc

� S⇒ ãaABB̃cc⇒ ããABB̃cc⇒ aãABB̃cc⇒ aãÃBB̃cc⇒ aaÃBB̃cc⇒ aaABB̃cc

⇒ aaãb̃BB̃cc⇒ aaab̃BB̃cc⇒ aaabBB̃cc⇒ aaabBB̃cc̃⇒ aaabBBc̃c̃⇒ aaabBBcc̃

⇒ aaabBBcc. There are no context-free or context-sensitive productions that

can be applied for any letter or sequence of letters in aaabBBcc. The derivation

is blocked.

The E0L(REG) system H which recognizes the same language as G̃ is defined as

follows:

H = ((Σ∪V ∪ V̂ ∪(V ×V )∪Σ∪V ∪ V̂ ∪(V × V ), PH , S,Σ∪Σ), TR) where Σ = {a, b, c},

V = {S,A,B,C,D, ã, b̃, c̃, B̃c, ãaAB, B̃cc, ÃB, ãAB}, V̂ = {â ∣ a ∈ V }, (V × V ) =

{(a, b) ∣ a, b ∈ V } where PH is defined in the same manner in terms of G̃’s production

set P as the production set for H is defined in terms of G’s production set P in

the construction of Section 3.1 (for a complete, explicit set of productions refer to

Appendix A). TR is the following regular set where X = Σ ∪ V ∪ V̂ ∪ (V × V )

{X∗V̂ X∗ + X∗(V × V )X∗ }

− {(Σ+V )∗ˆ̃b(B,C)(Σ+V )∗ + (Σ+V )∗Ĉ(B,C)(Σ+V )∗ + (Σ+V )∗ˆ̃b(C,D)(Σ+V )∗ +

(Σ + V )∗ˆ̃b(D, b̃)(Σ + V )∗ + (Σ + V )∗D̂(C,B)(Σ + V )∗ + (Σ + V )∗B̂(C,B)(Σ + V )∗ +

(Σ + V )∗B̂(C, B̃c)(Σ + V )∗}

Some derivations in H are:

� S ⇒ ãaABB̃cc ⇒ ããABB̃cc̃ ⇒ aãÃBBc̃c ⇒ aaABBcc ⇒ aaãb̃BBcc ⇒

aaaˆ̃b(B,C)Bcc⇒ aaab̃CBcc⇒ aaaˆ̃b(C,D)Bcc⇒ aaab̃DBcc⇒ aaaˆ̃b(D, b̃)Bcc
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⇒ aaab̃b̃Bcc ⇒ aaabˆ̃b(B,C)cc ⇒ aaabb̃Ccc ⇒ aaabˆ̃b(C,D)cc ⇒ aaabb̃Dcc ⇒

aaabˆ̃b(D, b̃)cc ⇒ aaabb̃b̃cc ⇒ aaabbbcc

� S ⇒ ãaABB̃cc ⇒ ããABB̃cc̃ ⇒ aãÃBBc̃c ⇒ aaABBcc ⇒ aaãÃBBBcc ⇒

aaaABBBcc ⇒ aaaãb̃BBBcc ⇒ aaaaˆ̃b(B,C)BBcc ⇒ aaaab̃CBBcc ⇒

aaaaˆ̃b(C,D)BBcc ⇒ aaaab̃DBBcc ⇒ aaaaˆ̃b(D, b̃)BBcc ⇒ aaaab̃b̃BBcc ⇒

aaaabˆ̃b(B,C)Bcc ⇒ aaaabb̃CBcc ⇒ aaaabˆ̃b(C,D)Bcc ⇒ aaaabb̃DBcc ⇒

aaaabˆ̃b(D, b̃)Bcc ⇒ aaaabb̃b̃Bcc ⇒ aaaabbˆ̃b(B,C)cc ⇒ aaaabbb̃Ccc ⇒

aaaabbˆ̃b(C,D)cc⇒ aaaabbb̃Dcc⇒ aaaabbˆ̃b(D, b̃)cc⇒ aaaabbb̃b̃cc⇒ aaaabbbbcc

� S ⇒ ãaABB̃cc ⇒ ããABB̃cc̃ ⇒ aãÃBBc̃c ⇒ aaABBcc ⇒ aaãÃBBBcc ⇒

aaaABBBcc ⇒ aaaãb̃BBBcc ⇒ aaaaˆ̃b(B,C)BBcc ⇒ aaaab̃CBBcc ⇒

aaaab̃Ĉ(B,C)Bcc ⇒ aaaab̃CCBcc ⇒ aaaab̃CĈ(B,C)cc ⇒ aaaaˆ̃b(C,D)CCcc

⇒ aaaab̃DCCcc ⇒ aaaab̃D̂(C,B)Ccc ⇒ aaaab̃DBCcc ⇒ aaaaˆ̃b(D, b̃)BCcc

⇒ aaaab̃b̃B̂(C, B̃c)cc ⇒ aaaabb̃BB̃ccc ⇒ aaaabˆ̃b(B,C)Bc̃cc ⇒ aaaabb̃CBccc

⇒ aaaabˆ̃b(C,D)Bccc ⇒ aaaabb̃DBccc ⇒ aaaabˆ̃b(D, b̃)Bccc ⇒ aaaabb̃b̃Bccc

⇒ aaaabbˆ̃b(B,C)ccc ⇒ aaaabbb̃Cccc ⇒ aaaabbˆ̃b(C,D)ccc ⇒ aaaabbb̃Dccc ⇒

aaaabbˆ̃b(D, b̃)ccc ⇒

aaaabbb̃b̃ccc ⇒ aaaabbbbccc

� S ⇒ ãaABB̃cc ⇒ ããABB̃cc̃ ⇒ aãÃBBc̃c ⇒ aaABBcc ⇒ aaãb̃BBcc ⇒

aaabBBcc. The only context-free productions that do not generate symbols

in V̂ ∪ (V × V ) and that can be applied for any letter in the string are self-

rewriting productions. There are no context-sensitive productions that can be

applied for any letter or sequence of letters in aaabBBcc. So eventually if a

symbol in V̂ ∪ (V ×V ) is produced then the string will be recognized by TR by
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the definition of TR. There are no productions for symbols in V̂ ∪ (V × V ) so

after hW is applied the derivation becomes blocked. Thus, no terminal strings

will be derived.

3.4 Strictly Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L sys-

tems

In this section it is proven that Watson-Crick E0L systems with regular trigger lan-

guages where the Watson-Crick morphism is applied exactly once in the derivation

of any terminal string recognize the recursively enumerable languages. That is, it is

shown that grammars in the class of E0L(REG, uni) systems where hW is applied

exactly once in the derivation of any terminal string generate exactly the recursively

enumerable languages. First, a construction which can convert any E0L(any, block-

ing)/E0L(any, uni) system (optionally operating in weak derivation mode) to such

a form is established. The computational completeness follows by this construction

and Theorem 3.2.1.

The following result is proven by providing a construction of a new Watson-Crick

E0L system where there are two types of sentential forms derivable from the axiom,

ω′ (ω is the axiom of the original system): f(ω) and g(ω). The new system has two

properties that guarantee that the language recognized is the same as the original

system. The first property is that the set of terminal strings derivable from f(ω) is

the set of terminal strings in the original Watson-Crick E0L system that do not require

an application of hW and furthermore these strings require an application of hW in the

new Watson-Crick E0L system. The other property is that the set of terminal strings
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derivable from g(ω) is the set of terminal strings in the original Watson-Crick E0L

system that contain an application of hW in one of their derivations and furthermore

these strings require an application of hW in the new Watson-Crick E0L system.

Lemma 3.4.1.

1. Any Blocking/Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L system operating in standard

(resp. weak) derivation mode can be converted to a Uni-Transitional Watson-

Crick E0L system operating in standard (resp. weak) derivation mode where any

derivation of a terminal string includes an application of hW .

2. Any E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) system can be converted to an E0L(any, weak,

uni) system where any derivation of a terminal string includes an application of

hW .

Proof.

1. Let H = (G,TR) be a Blocking/Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L system where

G = (Σ, h, ω,∆) is the underlying E0L system and TR is the trigger language.

Let f (respectively, g) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ Σ to a new

symbol f(a) (respectively, g(a)).

Let j be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ ∆ to a new symbol j(a)

and maps each symbol b ∈ Σ −∆ to itself.

Let H ′ = (G′, TR′) where G′ = (Σ′, h′, ω′,∆). Let Σ′ = Σ ∪ f(Σ) ∪ f(Σ) ∪ g(Σ) ∪

g(Σ) ∪ j(Σ) ∪ j(Σ) ∪ {ω′, ω′} where all subalphabets comprising Σ′ are taken to

be mutually disjoint. Let TR′ = f(TR) ∪ f(∆)∗ ∪ g(TR). Let h′ be defined by
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the following production set:

{ω′⇒ f(ω)} ∪ {ω′⇒ g(ω)}

∪{f(a)⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in h}

∪{f(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{g(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in h}

∪{g(a)⇒ j(a) ∣ a ∈ Σ}

∪{j(a)⇒ j(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in h}

∪{j(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

No productions are provided for a ∈ ∆, f(Σ /∆), ω′ or j(Σ). Symbols in {ω′} ∪

j(Σ) will never be derived by H ′ but they are necessary to ensure that Σ′ is DNA-

like.

TR′ is sound: Consider any a ∈ TR′. a is in f(TR), f(∆)∗ or g(TR). Consider

when a ∈ f(TR). hW (a) ∈ f(TR) ⊆ f(Σ)
∗
. f(Σ)

∗
∩ TR′ = ∅. Thus hW (a) ∉ TR′.

Consider when a ∈ f(∆)∗. hW (a) ∈ f(∆)∗ ⊆ f(Σ)
∗
. hW (a) ∉ TR′ by the remaining

argument in the previous case. Consider when a ∈ g(TR). hW (a) ∈ g(TR) ⊆

g(Σ)
∗
. g(Σ)

∗
∩ TR′ = ∅. Thus hW (a) ∉ TR′.

H ′ is Unitransitional: Consider any a ∈ TR′. a is in f(TR), f(∆)∗ or g(TR).

Consider when a ∈ f(TR). hW (a) ∈ f(TR) ⊆ f(Σ)
∗
. The only production set

applicable for elements in f(Σ)
∗
is {f(a) ⇒ a ∣ a ∈ ∆}. So more specifically,

a ∈ f(∆)
∗
. Otherwise the derivation is blocked, preventing further applications of

hW . In the next derivation a string of the form ∆∗ will be derived. ∆∗ ∩ TR′ =

∅. No productions are provided for letters in ∆. Thus the derivation becomes
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blocked, preventing further applications of hW . A similar argument follows for

the case when a ∈ f(∆)∗. Consider when a ∈ g(TR). hW (a) ∈ g(TR) ⊆ g(Σ)
∗
.

The only production set applicable for elements in g(Σ)
∗
is {g(a)⇒ j(a) ∣ a ∈ Σ}.

In the next derivation step a string of the form j(Σ)∗ will be derived. According

to h′, anything derivable from strings in j(Σ)∗ must be in the set (j(Σ) ∪∆)∗.

(j(Σ) ∪∆)∗ ∩ TR′ = ∅. Thus there will be no subsequent application of hW .

In this system no terminal strings are derivable from f(ω) or g(ω) without ap-

plying hW , regardless of whether or not the system is operating in standard or

weak derivation mode. It is easy to see that the set of terminal strings derivable

from f(ω) is the set of terminal strings derivable in H that do not require an

application of hW in their derivation when operating in standard or, respectively,

weak derivation mode. It is also easy to see that the set of terminal strings deriv-

able from g(ω) is the set of terminal strings that are derivable in H that have an

application of hW in one their derivations when operating in standard or, respec-

tively, weak derivation mode. The language of H ′ is equal to the language of H

since ω′, the axiom of the system H ′, can only derive f(ω) or g(ω) and H, H ′ are

Uni-Transitional.

2. If H is taken instead to be an E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) system and H ′ to be an

E0L(any, weak, uni) system then L(H) = L(H ′) since terminal strings in L(H)

are derivable in derivations involving only 0 or 1 applications of hW .

Theorem 3.4.1. E0L(REG, uni) systems where terminal strings are derived only by

an application of hW recognize the recursively enumerable languages.

Proof. This follows from the fact that E0L(REG, blocking) systems can recognize the
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recursively enumerable languages (proved in Theorem 3.2.1), any E0L(any, blocking)

system can be converted to an E0L(any, uni) system (proved in Lemma 3.4.1) where

also the trigger language is regular if the trigger language of the E0L(any, blocking)

system is regular (since the trigger language of the new system is that of the Blocking

system under a homomorphism and regular languages are closed under homomor-

phism).

The same argument as that following Theorem 3.2.1 can be given to show that

E0L(REG, uni) systems where terminal strings are derived only by an application of

hW recognize exactly the recursively enumerable languages.



Chapter 4

Weak Derivation Watson-Crick

E0L systems

In this chapter it is proven that Watson-Crick E0L systems with regular trigger lan-

guages operating in weak derivation mode are sufficiently powerful to generate all

recursively enumerable languages. That is, it is shown that grammars in the class

of E0L(REG, weak) systems generate exactly the recursively enumerable languages.

The language recognized by the system in the construction is also the same if the

system operates in standard derivation mode. The fundamental difference between

this construction and the construction in Chapter 3 is that in order to simulate a

context-sensitive derivation hW must be applied. That is, if a string is derived with

symbols in V̂ ∪ (V ×V ) which is not in the trigger language (not a valid simulation of

a context-sensitive derivation) then it becomes blocked since in this system there are

no productions for symbols in V̂ ∪(V ×V ). As a consequent of this, another important

difference arises: there is no upper bound placed on the number of applications of hW

in any given derivation if the system operates in either weak or standard derivation

56
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mode since there is no assumed bound on the number of context-sensitive derivations

for any arbitrary derivation in any one-sided context-sensitive grammar. The proof

of language equivalence is very similar to the proof used in Chapter 3.

4.1 Construction

Let G = (Σ, V, S,P ) be a one-sided context-sensitive grammar whose productions in

P are of the forms in (3.1). Let V̂ = {v̂ ∣ v ∈ V }, (V × V ) = {(a, b) ∣ a, b ∈ V }. Let

I = (J,TR2) be an E0L(REG) system where J is the underlying E0L system and TR2

is the regular trigger language. J = (Σ∪V ∪V̂ ∪(V ×V )∪Σ∪V ∪V̂ ∪(V × V ), PI , S,Σ∪Σ)

where all subalphabets of J are mutually disjoint and PI is the following production

set:

� For any a ∈ Σ, a⇒ a is in PI

� Always when A ⇒ BC, A ⇒ a, or A ⇒ ε is in P where A,B,C ∈ V, a ∈ Σ, the

same production is in PI

� For any A ∈ V , PI contains the productions A ⇒ A, A ⇒ Â, Â ⇒ A where

Â ∈ V̂ , Â ∈ V̂

� For any B,C ∈ V , PI contains the productions B ⇒ (B,C), (B,C)⇒ C

� For any A ∈ V , A⇒ A is in PI

� For any a ∈ Σ, a⇒ a

No productions are provided for Â ∈ V̂ or (B,C) ∈ (V × V ).
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TR2 is defined as the regular set:

TR2 = { ac(d, e)b ∣ a, b ∈ (Σ + V )∗, c ∈ V̂ , d, e ∈ V, (d, e) ∈ (V × V ), cd⇒ ce

is a production rule in Grammar G }

4.2 Proof of Language Equivalence

G, I, TR2, P,PI are defined in section 4.1. First it is proven that the trigger lan-

guage TR2 is sound then it is demonstrated that the language recognized by context-

sensitive grammar G is a subset or equal to the language recognized by system I and

vice versa. This is done by showing that, for any x, y ∈ (Σ+V )∗, if x⇒∗G y then x⇒∗I
and vice versa. Many of the proofs are by induction.

Lemma 4.2.1. TR2 is sound.

Proof. It is obvious from the definition of TR2 that all strings in TR2 must contain

one nonterminal in V̂ and one nonterminal in (V ×V ). For any a ∈ TR2, hW (a) must

then contain one nonterminal in V̂ and one nonterminal in (V × V ). No strings in

TR2 contain nonterminals in V̂ or (V × V ). Thus, TR2 is sound.

Now it is shown that any production in G can be simulated in I. The following

Lemma shows that any context-free production in G can be simulated by I. This is

obvious due to the definition of PI .

Note: This Lemma is the same as Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.3 but is phrased in terms of

system I instead of H.

Lemma 4.2.2. Let a = pAq, b = pcq where A ∈ V , p, q, c ∈ (Σ+V )∗ and let A⇒ c ∈ P

(the set of productions for Grammar G). If a⇒G b then a⇒I b.
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Proof. For any i ∈ Σ ∪ V , i⇒I i by definition of PI . So p⇒I p and q ⇒I q. A⇒I c

by definition of PI . So pAq⇒I pcq and thus a⇒I b.

The following Lemma shows that any context-sensitive production in G can be

simulated by I. This too is obvious due to the definitions of PI and TR2.

Lemma 4.2.3. Let a = pABq, b = pACq where A,B,C ∈ V , p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗ and let

AB ⇒ AC ∈ P . If a⇒G b then a⇒∗I b.

Proof. For any i ∈ Σ ∪ V , i⇒I i by definition of PI . So p⇒I p and q ⇒I q. A⇒I Â,

B ⇒I (B,C) by definition of PI . So pABq ⇒I pÂ(B,C)q. pÂ(B,C)q ∈ TR2.

Furthermore, there are no productions for Â or (B,C) nonterminals. So hW must

be applied on pÂ(B,C)q in the next derivation step, even if I is operating in weak

derivation mode. So pÂ(B,C)q⇒I pÂ(B,C)q. For any a ∈ Σ∪V , a⇒ a by definition

of PI . So p ⇒I p and q ⇒I q. Â ⇒I A and (B,C) ⇒I C by definition of PI . So

pÂ(B,C)q ⇒I pACq. So pABq ⇒I pÂ(B,C)q ⇒I pÂ(B,C)q ⇒I pACq and thus

a⇒∗I b.

The following Lemma proves that if a string is derived in G then the same string

can be derived in I. This is proven by induction where the Lemma statement forms

the Inductive Hypothesis. In the inductive step it is shown that b ∈ (Σ + V )∗ is

derived in G immediately from a string in (Σ + V )∗ using a production where the

left-hand side is a nonterminal/sequence of nonterminals and the only productions

for these nonterminals are context-free or context-sensitive productions. Hence b is

also derived in I by Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

Note: This Lemma is the same as Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.5 but is phrased in terms of

system I instead of H.
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Lemma 4.2.4. For any a, b ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if a⇒n
G b where n ≥ 0 then a⇒∗I b.

Proof.

Base Case:

Consider when n = 0. This implies a = b. a⇒∗I b by this fact and by definition of ⇒∗.

Inductive Step:

Assume a ⇒n+1
G b where n ≥ 0. Then a ⇒n

G c ⇒G b where c ∈ (Σ + V )∗. a ⇒∗I c

by the Inductive Hypothesis. If c ⇒G b then c must contain a nonterminal(s) and

furthermore b is derived from applying a production to the nonterminal(s) in c since

c ∈ (Σ+V )∗, c⇒G b and there are no productions in G for symbols in Σ by definition

of G. The only productions in G where the left-hand side contains nonterminals are

productions of the form A ⇒ d or of the form AB ⇒ AC where d ∈ (Σ + V )∗ and

A,B,C ∈ V . If c derives b with a production of the form A⇒ d then c is of the form

pAq and b is of the form pdq where p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Then c⇒I b by Lemma 4.2.2. If

c derives b with a production of the form AB ⇒ AC then c is of the form pABq and

b is of the form pACq where p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Then c⇒∗I b by Lemma 4.2.3. Then in

general for both cases c⇒∗I b. Thus a⇒∗I b.

The following Lemma is proven directly from Lemma 4.2.4.

Note: This Lemma is the same as Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.6 but is phrased in terms of

system I instead of H.

Lemma 4.2.5. L(G) ⊆ L(I)

Proof. An immediate consequent of Lemma 4.2.4 is that, for any a, b ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if

a⇒∗G b then a⇒∗I b. Consider S ∈ V ⊂ (Σ+V )∗. For any x ∈ (Σ+V )∗, if S ⇒∗G x then

S ⇒∗I x due to this consequential property. So {x ∣ S ⇒∗G x} ⊆ {x ∣ S ⇒∗I x}. This
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implies that {x ∣ S ⇒∗G x} ∩Σ∗ ⊆ {x ∣ S ⇒∗I x} ∩ (Σ +Σ)∗. L(G) = {x ∣ S ⇒∗G x} ∩Σ∗.

L(I) = {x ∣ S ⇒∗I x} ∩ (Σ +Σ)∗. Therefore L(G) ⊆ L(I).

The following Lemma proves that if a derivation in I begins with a string that

does not contain any Σ symbols and some string is derived where no previous strings

in the derivation exist in the trigger language TR2 then the derived string does not

contain any symbols in Σ. It is proven by induction where the Lemma statement

forms the Inductive Hypothesis. In the inductive step the claim is proven by showing

that the previous string in the derivation of the derived string does not contain any

symbols in Σ and there are no productions for symbols not in Σ where the right-hand

side contains symbols in Σ. Thus the derived string must not contain any symbols in

Σ.

Note: This Lemma is the same as Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.7 but is phrased in terms of

system I instead of H.

Lemma 4.2.6. If w = w0 ⇒I ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⇒I wn = u, w ∈ (V +V̂ +(V ×V )+Σ+V +V̂ +(V × V ))∗,

wi ∉ TR2 where 0 ≤ i ≤ n then #Σu = 0.

Proof.

Base Case:

Consider when n = 0. This implies w = u. alph(w) ∩Σ = ∅. So #Σu = 0.

Inductive Step:

w⇒n+1
I v: If w⇒n+1

I v then w⇒n
I u⇒I v for some u. If w⇒n

I u then by the Inductive

Hypothesis #Σu = 0. If this is the case then also alph(u) ⊆ alph(I) / Σ by definition

of PI . There does not exist a production l ⇒ m in PI for any l ∈ alph(I) / Σ where

m contains an occurrence of a symbol in Σ by definition of PI . So #Σv = 0.
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Note: This Lemma is proven using similar techniques as Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.8

for the first part. In the second part it is proven that, for u ∈ L(I), if some word

exists in its derivation that is in TR2 and if u contains any Σ symbols then u also

contains symbols in V̂ ∪(V × V ) and so is not in the language. This and the fact that

u ∈ L(I) implies that u ∈ Σ∗.

Lemma 4.2.7. L(I) ⊆ Σ∗

Proof. For any u ∈ L(I), S = w0⇒I ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⇒I wn = u where n ≥ 1.

1. Assume that wi ∉ TR2 for 0 ≤ i < n.

(a) Assume u ∉ TR2. Then #Σu = 0 by Lemma 4.2.6. This and the fact that

u ∈ L(I) implies u ∈ Σ∗.

(b) Assume u ∈ TR2. u must contain an instance of V̂ and an instance of

(V × V ) by definition of TR2. This implies that u ∉ (Σ +Σ)∗. If u ∉ (Σ +Σ)∗

then u ∉ L(I), a contradiction. So if u ∈ L(I) then u ∉ TR2.

2. Assume there exists a j, 0 ≤ j < n, such that wj ∈ TR2. Assume #Σu ≥ 1. Let i be

the largest index such that wi ∈ TR2 for all 0 ≤ i < n. wi ∈ (Σ+V )∗V̂ (V ×V )(Σ+V )∗

by definition of TR2. wi⇒I wi+1. wi+1 ∈ (Σ+V )∗V̂ (V × V )(Σ+V )∗. wi+1⇒I wi+2.

wi+2 ∈ (Σ + V )∗V V (Σ + V )∗ by definition of PI . Assume wi+2 ⇒+I u. wi+2 . . .wn ∉

TR2 since i is the largest index such that wi ∈ TR2. So #Σu = #Σwn = 0 by

Lemma 4.2.6. This contradicts the assumption that wi+2 ⇒+I u. #Σwi+1 ≥ 0,

#Σwi+2 = 0. So it must be that u = wi+1. #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

wi+1 ≥ 1. So #
V̂ ∪(V ×V )

u ≥ 1.

Thus u ∉ L(I), a contradiction. So it must be that #Σu = 0. This and the fact

that u ∈ L(I) implies u ∈ Σ∗.
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The following Lemma proves that, for any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x directly derives y

in I via context-free productions then x derives y in G via a sequence of derivation

steps where a context-free production is applied at each step. This is obvious due to

the definition of PI .

Note: This Lemma is the same as Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.9 but is phrased in terms

of system I instead of H.

Lemma 4.2.8. For any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x⇒I y then x⇒∗G y.

Proof. Let x = a1⋯an where ai ∈ Σ∪V , y = b1⋯bn where bi ∈ (Σ+V )∗ such that ai⇒I bi

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ai ⇒I bi iff ai ⇒?
G bi 1 ≤ i ≤ n by definition of P,PI . So ai ⇒?

G bi

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If this is the case then (b1⋯bi−1)⋅ (ai⋯an) ⇒?
G (b1⋯bi)⋅ (ai+1⋯an)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So x⇒∗G y by previous and definition of ⇒?
G.

The following Lemma effectively shows that any string in (Σ + V )∗ derivable in

system I is also derivable in grammar G. This is proven by induction where the

Lemma statement forms the Inductive Hypothesis. The base case is trivial. In the

inductive step all possible derivations in I are considered for the first occurrence of

a string y ∈ (Σ + V )∗ from a string z ∈ (Σ + V )∗ where z is derived in n derivation

steps from x ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Upon considering all possibilities it is shown that y can be

derived in G in some number of steps from x.

Note: This Lemma is similar to Chapter 3 Lemma 3.2.12. However, specific proof

details in the Inductive step for the case where m > 1 are different to accommodate

the differences between systems H and I.

Lemma 4.2.9. For any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if x⇒n
I y where n ≥ 0 then x⇒∗G y.
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Proof.

Base Case:

Consider when n = 0. This implies x = y. x ⇒∗G y by this fact and by definition of

⇒∗.

Inductive Step:

Assume x⇒n
I z ⇒m

I y where x, y, z ∈ (Σ + V )∗, 0 < m and y is the first occurrence of

a string in (Σ + V )∗ derived from z. x⇒∗G z by the Inductive Hypothesis. Consider

the possibilities for m:

� If m = 1 then z ⇒∗G y by Lemma 4.2.8 and so x⇒∗G y.

� If m > 1 then z ⇒m
I y can be rewritten as z ⇒I w1 ⇒I ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒I wm = y and

wi ∉ (Σ + V )∗ where 1 ≤ i < m. If w1 ∉ (Σ + V )∗ then z must contain at least

one A ∈ V such that A ⇒I x where x ∉ (Σ + V )∗ since for any a ∈ Σ, a ⇒I a

is the only production for a in PI . For any A ∈ V , A ⇒I Â and A ⇒I (A,B)

where B ∈ V are the only productions for any A where the right-hand sides are

not in (Σ + V )∗. So w1 ∈ (Σ + V + V̂ + (V × V ))∗V̂ (Σ + V + V̂ + (V × V ))∗ + (Σ +

V + V̂ + (V × V ))∗(V × V )(Σ + V + V̂ + (V × V ))∗. There are no productions for

any A ∈ V̂ ∪ (V × V ) in PI . So if w1 ∉ TR2 then the derivation is blocked and

so no string in (Σ + V )∗ is derived from z, a contradiction. So it must be that

w1 ∈ TR2. Then w1 is of the form pÂ(B,C)q where p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗, Â ∈ V̂ ,

(B,C) ∈ (V × V ) and AB ⇒ AC is a production of G by definition of TR2.

There are no productions in PI for any a ∈ V̂ ∪ (V × V ) so weak derivations

cannot be performed. Then w1 = pÂ(B,C)q ⇒I w2 = hW (w1) = pÂ(B,C)q where

p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗ since p, q ∈ (Σ + V )∗, Â ∈ V̂ since Â ∈ V̂ and (B ×C) ∈ (V × V )

since (B,C) ∈ (V × V ). For any a ∈ Σ ∪ V , a ⇒I a by definition of PI so p ⇒I p
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and q ⇒I q. For any X̂ ∈ V̂ , X̂ ⇒I X by definition of PI so Â ⇒I A. For

any (X,Y ) ∈ (V × V ), (X,Y ) ⇒I Y by definition of PI so (B,C) ⇒I C. Thus

pÂ(B,C)q⇒I pACq. pACq ∈ (Σ+V )∗, namely the first occurrence of a string in

(Σ+V )∗ to follow z and so y = pACq. Also, if w1 is of the form pÂ(B,C)q then z is

of the form rABs where r, s ∈ (Σ+V )∗, A,B ∈ V , r⇒I p, s⇒I q since z ∈ (Σ+V )∗,

A is the only production for Â and B is the only production for (B,C). So

z = rABs ⇒I pÂ(B,C)q ⇒I pÂ(B,C)q ⇒I pACq = y. r ⇒∗G p and s ⇒∗G q by

Lemma 4.2.8. AB ⇒G AC is a production in P . Thus z = rABs ⇒∗G pABs

by Lemma 4.2.8, pABs ⇒∗G pABq by Lemma 4.2.8 and pABq ⇒G pACq = y by

Lemma 4.2.8. Thus x⇒+G y.

So, in general, for both cases where m = 1 and m > 1, x⇒∗G y.

Lemma 4.2.10. L(I) ⊆ L(G)

Proof. An immediate consequent of Lemma 4.2.9 is that, for any x, y ∈ (Σ + V )∗, if

x ⇒∗I y then x ⇒∗G y. A consequent of Lemma 4.2.7 is that L(I) ⊆ Σ∗ ⊆ (Σ + V )∗.

Thus, L(I) is defined as {y ∣ y ∈ Σ∗ and S ⇒∗ y} where S ∈ (Σ + V )∗. Thus, for any

y ∈ L(I), S ⇒∗I y implies that S ⇒∗G y. L(I) ⊆ L(G).

Lemma 4.2.11. L(G) = L(I)

Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.2.10.

From the above Lemma the main result of this section is obtained:

Theorem 4.2.1. Every Recursively Enumerable Language can be generated by an

E0L(REG, weak) system.
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Proof. Any Recursively Enumerable Language can be generated by a grammar whose

productions are of the form A ⇒ BC, AB ⇒ AC, A ⇒ a, A ⇒ ε as stated in [23]

Theorem 4. E0L(REG) system with Regular Trigger I can be constructed which

recognizes a language that is equivalent to the language recognized by the afore-

mentioned grammar by Lemma 4.2.11. Weak derivations in this system cannot be

performed. For any x ∈ TR2, #V̂ ∪(V ×V )x > 1. There are no productions in PI for

any a ∈ V̂ ∪ (V × V ) so if hW is not applied in the next derivation step then the

derivation is blocked from x. Thus if I operates in weak derivation mode then the

derivations will be forced to be carried out in the same manner as if the system were

operating in standard derivation mode. Thus E0L(REG, weak) systems can generate

every recursively enumerable language.

The same argument as that following Theorem 3.2.1 can be given to show that

E0L(REG, weak) systems recognize exactly the recursively enumerable languages.



Chapter 5

Weaker Variants of Watson-Crick

E0L systems

This chapter deals with variants of Watson-Crick E0L systems whose expressive power

does not meet the recursively enumerable languages. In fact, it is found that the

languages recognized by the majority of these systems are included in the ET0L

languages.

5.1 Alternative Characterizations of E0L systems

In this section classes of Watson-Crick E0L systems whose expressive power matches

the class of E0L systems are concentrated on. It is proven that E0L(any, weak,

blocking), E0L(any, weak, strong-blocking) and E0L(any, weak, strong-uni) systems

are just as powerful as E0L systems. This is not too difficult to see as terminal

strings in such systems can only be derived without an application of the Watson-

Crick morphism.

67
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In the following proof it is shown how E0L systems can simulate E0L(any, weak,

blocking) systems and vice versa.

Lemma 5.1.1. L(E0L) = L(E0L(any, weak, blocking)).

Proof.

1. L(E0L) ⊇ L(E0L(any, weak, blocking)): Let (G,TR) be an E0L(any, weak, block-

ing) system where G = (Σ, h, ω,∆). Let F be a symbol that is not in Σ. Let

G̃ = (Σ ∪ {F}, h′, ω,∆) be an E0L system where h′(a) = h(a) ∪ {F} if a ∈ Σ and

h(a) is defined, h′(a) = {F} if a ∈ Σ and h(a) is undefined and h′(F ) = {F}. It is

obvious that Lweak((G,TR)) = L(G̃).

2. L(E0L) ⊆ L(E0L(any, weak, blocking)): Let H = (Ω, g, µ,Θ) be an E0L system.

Let H ′ = (Ω ∪ Ω, g, µ,Θ) be an E0L system where Ω = {a ∣ a ∈ Ω}, Ω ∩ Ω = ∅

and TR be an arbitrary language defined over Ω. Then it is obvious that L(H) =

Lweak((H ′, TR)). Furthermore, it is obvious that (H ′, TR) is blocking since TR

is defined over Ω and there are no productions for symbols in Ω.

The truth of the statement of the Lemma follows from 1 and 2 above.

In the following Lemma it is shown that Strongly Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick

E0L systems must in fact be blocking. This is not too difficult to see as if one as-

sumes that such a system has all terminal strings contained in the trigger language

and one additionally assumes that terminal strings can be derived by an application

of the Watson-Crick morphism then the Watson-Crick morphism can be applied sub-

sequently for derivations of such terminal strings, meaning that the system is in fact

non-Uni-Transitional, a contradiction.

Lemma 5.1.2. L(E0L(any, weak, strong-uni)) ⊆ L(E0L(any, weak, blocking))
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Proof. Assume G = (Σ, h, ω,∆) is a Strongly Uni-Transitional E0L system. Consider

an E0L(any, weak, strong-uni) system (G,TR). TR can be chosen in an arbitrary

way since G is Uni-Transitional with respect to any trigger language. In particular,

∆∗ ⊆ TR is chosen. Assume ω ⇒+ u ⇒hW hW (u) ⇒∗ v in (G,TR) where v ∈ ∆∗. If

v ∈ ∆∗ then v ∈ TR since ∆∗ ⊆ TR. One possible derivation from v is v ⇒hW hW (v).

But if this is allowed then (G,TR) is not Uni-Transitional. A contradiction is reached.

Thus, if ω⇒+ u⇒hW hW (u)⇒∗ v in (G,TR) then v ∉∆∗. So it is also the case that

(G,TR) is blocking.

Next it is shown that Blocking Watson-Crick E0L systems systems operating

in weak derivation mode can be simulated by such systems which are additionally

Strongly-Blocking. This is done by treating the alphabet of the original system as the

purine alphabet, adding a new pyrimidine alphabet with no productions for symbols

in this alphabet, binding the two alphabets together via the definition of a new

Watson-Crick morphism and modifying the trigger language so it instead recognizes

complements of strings recognized in the original trigger language.

Lemma 5.1.3. There exists an algorithm that, given an E0L(any, weak, blocking)

system H, produces an equivalent E0L(any, weak, strong-blocking) system H ′. Fur-

thermore, if the trigger language of H belongs to a language class closed under homo-

morphism then the trigger language of H ′ also belongs to the same language class.

Proof. LetH = (G,TR) be an E0L(any, weak, blocking) system whereG = (Σ, h, ω,∆).

Denote Σ = {a ∣ a ∈ Σ} where Σ ∩ Σ = ∅. Denote the Watson-Crick morphism

of H by hH . Let H ′ = (G′, TR′) be an E0L(any, weak, blocking) system where

G′ = (Σ ∪ Σ, h, ω,∆). Σ is treated as the purine alphabet and Σ as the pyrimidine

alphabet. The Watson-Crick morphism for system H ′, denoted by hH′ , is defined as:
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hH′(a) = a and hH′(a) = a where a ∈ Σ and a ∈ Σ. Let TR′ = hH′(TR). First it is

verified that Lweak(H) ⊆ Lweak(H ′). Any derivation of a terminal string in H cannot

apply hH since H is blocking and it follows that such a derivation can be simulated

by H ′ that contains all the productions of H.

The inclusion Lweak(H ′) ⊆ Lweak(H) is also immediate because the E0L system

G′ has no productions for elements of Σ and hence any terminal string derived by

H ′ must be derived simply by a sequence of the original productions of h (with no

application of hH′).

The system G′ constructed above is strongly blocking.

Lemma 5.1.4. L(E0L(any, weak, blocking)) = L(E0L(any, weak, strong-blocking)) =

L(E0L(any, weak, strong-uni))

Proof. This follows directly by Lemma 5.1.2, Lemma 5.1.3 and the fact that E0L(any,

weak, strong-blocking) systems are by definition E0L(any, weak, strong-uni) systems.

Summarizing the results of this section, the following is obtained:

Theorem 5.1.1. L(E0L) = L(E0L(any, weak, blocking)) =

L(E0L(any, weak, strong-blocking)) = L(E0L(any, weak, strong-uni))

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.1.1 and Lemma 5.1.4.
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5.2 The Computational Power of Weak Derivation

Mode Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L sys-

tems

In this section it is demonstrated that the family of languages recognized by E0L(REG,

weak, uni) systems properly include the E0L languages and are a subset or equal to

the ET0L languages. This result is also used to show that ET0L languages are equal

to the ET0L(REG, weak, bounded) languages. It is believed that the languages of

these systems are in fact properly contained in the ET0L languages but this has not

been proven conclusively. Alternative characterizations of these systems are provided

in terms of restricted variants of ET0L systems and other Watson-Crick E0L systems

which may prove useful in showing that the languages of these systems are properly

included in the ET0L languages.

First it is shown that E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems can simulate any E0L system

and that there exist languages not in L(E0L) that exist in L(E0L(REG, weak, uni)).

Lemma 5.2.1. The class of languages generated by E0L systems is strictly included

in the class of languages generated by E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems.

Proof.

1. Let G = (Σ, h, ω,∆) be an E0L system. Let TR be a regular language defined

such that alph(TR) ∩Σ = ∅. Let G′ = (Σ ∪ alph(TR) ∪Σ ∪ alph(TR), h, ω,∆) be

an E0L system. Then L(G) = Lweak((G′, TR)) where (G′, TR) is an E0L(REG,

weak, uni) system. (G′, TR) is also Uni-Transitional since no sentential forms

derived by G′ are in TR.
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2. {anbman ∣ m ≥ n ≥ 1} is not an E0L language by [24] Section II.4 Corollary 4.7.

Here a construction is provided demonstrating that E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems

can recognize this language.

Let (G,TR) be an E0L(REG, weak, uni) system where

G = ({a, b, S,A,B,C, a, b, S,A,B,C}, h, S,{a, b}), TR = aa∗Abb∗Baa∗C and h is

the following production set:

S ⇒ ABC

A⇒ aA,B ⇒ bB,C ⇒ aC

A⇒ ε,B ⇒ bB,B ⇒ ε,C ⇒ ε

a⇒ a, b⇒ b

a⇒ a, b⇒ b

TR is sound: Every string in TR contains an instance of A. hW (A) = A.

alph(TR) ∩ {A} = ∅. So for any w ∈ TR, hW (w) ∉ TR.

(G,TR) is Uni-Transitional: Consider any string in hW (TR). These strings must

be of the form aa∗Abb∗Baa∗C by definition of TR and hW . Any string derivable

from this sentential form is in the set aa∗bb∗aa∗ ∪ aa∗bb∗Baa∗ by definition of h.

No strings in this set are in TR.

In this system S ⇒ ABC. ABC ∉ TR so in the next derivation step ABC ⇒

aAbBaC. aAbBaC ∈ TR. In the next derivation step either aAbBaC is derived if

hW is applied or aaAbbBaaC is derived if h is applied (h can be applied since the

system is operating in weak derivation mode). If h is applied in all subsequent

derivation steps then the set of strings derived by the system after the axiom
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will be the set {anAbnBanC ∣ n ≥ 1} ⊂ TR. In alternative derivations, hW will be

applied to these strings yielding the set {anAbnBanC ∣ n ≥ 1}. From this set the set

{anbnan ∣ n ≥ 1} is produced if B ⇒ ε (production choices for all other symbols are

deterministic). Otherwise, the set {anbn+1Ban ∣ n ≥ 1} is produced. If B ⇒ bB is

the production applied for all instances of B in all subsequent derivations then the

set of derived strings is {anbmBan ∣ m > n ≥ 1}. Alternatively, if at any arbitrary

step of the derivation B ⇒ ε then the set of strings derived is {anbman ∣m ≥ n ≥ 1}.

So the set of strings derived by the system is {ABC} ∪ {anAbnBanC ∣ n ≥ 1} ∪

{anAbnBanC ∣ n ≥ 1} ∪ {anbnan ∣ n ≥ 1} ∪ {anbmBan ∣ m > n ≥ 1} ∪ {anbman ∣ m >

n ≥ 1}. This set intersected with {a, b}∗ yields the set {anbman ∣m ≥ n ≥ 1} which

is the language recognized by the system.

The truth of the statement of the Lemma follows from 1 and 2 above.

The following theorem provides a construction which can convert any E0L(REG,

weak, uni) system H into an equivalent ET0L system H̃. A table, T2 is provided in H̃

which contains the productions of the underlying E0L system used in H. T2 is used

to derive terminal strings. Two more tables, T1 and T3, are provided which are used

to simulate derivations where in the last step the Watson-Crick morphism is applied.

T1 contains the same productions as the underlying E0L system of H but where each

symbol from the original alphabet of H is represented by nonterminals which have

two state symbols attached to them. Such nonterminal representations are referred

to as state-encoded nonterminals. The state symbols in these state-encoded non-

terminals are representations of states from a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA)

which recognizes the regular trigger language used in H. Call this DFA the trigger

DFA. Productions in T1 are structured such that the second state symbol in each
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state-encoded nonterminal must match the first state symbol in the following state-

encoded nonterminal. The axiom of H̃ writes productions which are representations

of productions of the axiom used in H with the state-encoded nonterminals but where

the first state symbol in the first state-encoded nonterminal of each production is the

starting state in the trigger DFA and the last state symbol in the last state-encoded

nonterminal of each production is an accepting state in the trigger DFA. Each state-

encoded nonterminal can derive its barred version / Watson-Crick complement in T3.

The only productions for these symbols exist in T3. T3 can only write these barred

state-encoded nonterminals if their unbarred representation of symbols in the original

alphabet are valid transitions from the first state to the second state in the encoding.

T3 acts as a way of determining if the string represented by the state-encoded string

in the previous derivation step is in the trigger language or not. If the string is in

the trigger language then the barred version of its state-encoded representation can

be written in T3 and cannot be rewritten otherwise. If the barred version is rewritten

then it is rewritten to a string over the original alphabet. From this point derivations

can then continue only in T2, preventing another simulation of a derivation involving

the Watson-Crick morphism. The idea of representing the Trigger Language as a De-

terministic Finite Automata (DFA) and then using the states of this DFA to encode

nonterminals used in the simulation of derivations of strings in the Trigger Language

is inspired from [3].

Theorem 5.2.1. There exists an algorithm that, given an E0L(REG, weak, uni)

system H, produces an equivalent ET0L system H̃.

Proof. Let K be a language recognized by an E0L(REG, weak, uni) system denoted

by H. Let H = (G,TR) where G = (Σ, h, ω,∆) and TR is recognized by DFA
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D = (Q,Σ, δ, s0, F ). K is recognized by ET0L system H̃ = (Σ ∪ Σ̂ ∪ Σ̂, T, ω,∆) where

Σ̂ = {< s1, a, s2 > ∣ a ∈ Σ, s1, s2 ∈ Q}, Σ̂ = {a ∣ a ∈ Σ̂} and T consists of the following

tables:

� T1 which consists of productions

– ω ⇒< s0, a1, s1 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < sk−1, ak, sk > where a1, . . . , ak ∈ Σ, s0, . . . , sk ∈ Q, ω ⇒

a1 . . . ak in G, and sk ∈ F

– < s1, a, s2 >⇒< s1, a1, q1 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < qk−1, ak, s2 > where a, a1, . . . , ak ∈ Σ,

s1, s2, q1, . . . , qk−1 ∈ Q and a⇒ a1 . . . ak in G

– < s1, a, s2 >⇒ ε where a ∈ Σ, s1, s2 ∈ Q, a⇒ ε in G and s1 = s2

� T2 = h

� T3 which consists of productions

– < s1, a, s2 >⇒ < s1, a, s2 > where s1, s2 ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ

– < s1, a, s2 >⇒ a where s1, s2 ∈ Q, a, a ∈ Σ, hW (a) = a, hW (a) = a and δ(s1, a) =

s2

L(H) ⊆ L(H̃):

All strings derived in H without an application of hW can be derived by applying

the productions of T2. All strings derived in H that have hW applied in one of their

derivations can be derived first in T1 as a sequence of symbols < s1a1 , a1, s2a1 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ <

s1an , an, s2an > where a1, . . . , an ∈ Σ, s1a1 , . . . , s1an , s2a1 , . . . , s2an ∈ Q, a1 . . . an ∈ TR,

ω ⇒∗ a1 . . . an in H and δ(s1ai , ai) = s2ai where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each symbol in this string

can immediately derive its Watson-Crick complement via an application of T3. No
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productions are provided for these complementary symbols in T1. They are only

provided in T3. T3 is then applied which writes these < s1, a, s2 > symbols to a ∈ Σ.

From here derivations can only occur in T2 which is the same E0L system as the

underlying E0L system of H.

L(H̃) ⊆ L(H):

Consider any string s ∈ L(H̃). That is, ω ⇒∗
H̃

s where s ∈ ∆∗. Symbols in ∆

are derivable only from productions in T2 or the following production set in T3: {

< s1, a, s2 > ⇒ a where s1, s2 ∈ Q, a, a ∈ Σ, hW (a) = a, hW (a) = a and δ(s1, a) = s2 }.

This implies one of two possible derivations are possible for s from ω in H̃:

ω⇒∗T2
s or ω⇒∗T1

â⇒T3 â⇒T3 a⇒∗T2
s

where a ∈ Σ∗, a ∈ Σ∗, â ∈ Σ̂∗, â ∈ Σ̂
∗
. Consider the first case. s is derived by using

productions in T2 iff it is derived by using productions in h. So if s is derived solely

by productions in T2 then ω ⇒∗H s. Consider the second case. ω ⇒∗T1
â iff ω ⇒∗h a.

Assume a ∉ TR. If this is the case then â contains symbols of the form < s1, b, s2 >

where s1, s2 ∈ Q, b ∈ Σ and δ(s1, b) ≠ s2. No productions are provided for such symbols

in T3. This implies that â does not derive a in T3, a contradiction. So a must be in

TR. So if ω ⇒∗T1
â ⇒T3 â ⇒T3 a then ω ⇒∗h a ⇒hW a. a ⇒∗T2

s iff a ⇒∗h s. Thus, if

ω⇒∗T1
â⇒T3 â⇒T3 a⇒∗T2

s then ω⇒∗h a⇒hW a⇒∗h s.

Thus L(H) = L(H̃) by the two arguments above. The truth of the statement of the

Theorem follows.

Note that Theorem 5.2.1 can be extended to show that E0L(REG, weak) systems

where hW is applied at most n (n ≥ 1) times in any derivation can be simulated by

ET0L systems. Nonterminals of the form < si, a, si+1 > used in Theorem 5.2.1 can be
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generalized to the form < (s1, s2, . . . , sm), a, (s′1, s′2, . . . , s′m) > where 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Here

(s1, s2, . . . , sm) and (s′1, s′2, . . . , s′m) form tuples of states. The states s1 and s′1 for the

complements of such nonterminals would be used by table T3 to judge whether the

string represented at the previous derivation step is in fact in the trigger language of

the original E0L(REG, weak) system. If such a string containing nonterminals of the

form < (s1, s2, . . . , sm), a, (s′1, s′2, . . . , s′m) > can be rewritten by T3 then nonterminals

of the form < (s2, . . . , sm), a, (s′2, . . . , s′m) > are rewritten. In a simulation of a valid

derivation requiring up to n applications of the Watson-Crick morphism this process

would repeat until T3 rewrites a string in the form Σ∗ as its original definition in

Theorem 5.2.1.

This idea can be extended further to show that ET0L(REG, weak, bounded)

languages are contained within the ET0L languages. This same idea can be used so

that, instead of just T2 simulating derivations of strings in the trigger language, several

tables could be used. This set of tables simulate the productions of each table in an

arbitrary ET0L system according to the encoding and derivation of complementary

symbols used in T2. ET0L systems are by definition ET0L(REG, weak, bounded)

systems where the trigger language is disjoint with any sentential form derived by the

system. Thus, the following Corollary is immediate:

Corollary 5.2.1. L(ET0L) = L(ET0L(REG, weak, bounded))

It remains open whether the class of E0L(REG, weak, uni) languages are strictly

contained in the ET0L languages. Next some alternative characterizations of E0L(REG,

weak, uni) systems are provided which may assist in proving that this is indeed the

case.

Next restricted versions of ET0L systems are introduced which are shown to be
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alternative characterizations of E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems.

Definition 5.2.1. A 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L system is an ET0L system with

two tables t1, t2 where t2 is applied at most once in any derivation in the system.

Definition 5.2.2. An ordered two-tabled ET0L system is an ET0L system with two

tables t1, t2 where t1 is applied strictly before t2 if t1, t2 are both applied in any

derivation the system.

Here it is shown that a 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L system G can be converted

to an E0L(REG, weak, uni) system H. Two homomorphisms, f and g, are introduced

which map the alphabet of G to two new alphabets which have the same parity as

the original alphabet. The productions are structured such that if a is derived in

G without an application of the table which can be applied at most once then in

f(a) is derivable in H. If a is derived in G with an application of the table which

can be applied at most once then g(a) is derivable in H. Furthermore, f(a)/g(a)

can directly derive a in H. The synchronization symbol, F , is used to ensure that

if representations of terminal symbols in a string f(a) or g(a) write the terminal

symbols that they represent then in order to derive a terminal string all symbols in

f(a) or g(a) must be representations of terminal symbols and must simultaneously

rewrite the terminal symbols that they represent in the next derivation step.

Lemma 5.2.2. Any 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L system can be converted to an

E0L(REG, weak, uni) system.

Proof. Let G = (Σ,{t1, t2}, ω,∆) be a 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L system. Let f

(respectively, g) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ Σ to a new symbol

f(a) (respectively, g(a)). Let H = (I, TR) be an E0L(REG, weak) system where
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TR = f(Σ)∗, I = (∆ ∪ f(Σ) ∪ g(Σ) ∪∆ ∪ f(Σ) ∪ g(Σ) ∪ {ω,ω,F,F}, h, ω,∆) be an

E0L system where the subalphabets of I are taken to be mutually disjoint and h is

defined by the following production set:

{ω⇒ f(ω)} ∪ {ω⇒ f(ω)}

∪{f(a)⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t1}

∪{f(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{a⇒ F ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{F ⇒ F}

∪{f(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t2}

∪{g(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t1}

∪{g(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

Symbols in g(Σ) ∪ {ω,F} have no associated productions and are not derivable in h

but are necessary to ensure that the alphabet of H is DNA-like.

It is obvious that TR is sound.

H is Uni-Transitional (and more specifically an E0L(REG, weak, uni) system):

Consider any string derived that is in TR. This string must be of the form f(a) where

a ∈ Σ∗ since TR = f(Σ)∗. In one possible derivation step in the system f(a) ⇒hW

H

f(a). f(a)⇒H g(α) where a⇒ α in t2 is the only production for f(a) by definition

of h. g(α) and any string derivable from it that does not involve an application of hW

in its derivation is in (g(Σ)∪∆∪ {F})∗ by definition of h. (g(Σ)∪∆∪ {F})∗ ∩TR =

∅. Therefore hW can be applied at most once in any derivation and so H is Uni-

Transitional.
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Consider when ω⇒∗ a in G where a ∈∆∗

1. Assume a is derived by no applications of t2 (solely by a sequence of productions

in t1). That is, ω ⇒∗t1 a. ω ⇒
+
I f(a) by definition of h. f(a)⇒ a by definition of

h. Thus, ω⇒+H a.

2. Assume a is derived in a derivation involving an application of t2. That is, ω⇒∗t1
a1 ⇒∗t2 a2⇒

∗
t1
a where a1, a2 ∈ Σ∗. ω⇒∗t1 f(a1) by definition of h. f(a1) ∈ f(Σ)∗ =

TR, the trigger language of H. So in one possible derivation f(a1) ⇒hW

H f(a1).

f(a1) ⇒I g(a2) by definition of h. g(a2) ⇒∗I g(a) by definition of h. g(a) ⇒I a

by definition of h. Thus ω⇒+H a.

L(G) ⊆ L(H) by 1 and 2 above.

Consider when ω⇒∗H a in H where a ∈∆∗.

1. Assume a is derived without an application of hW . One of two derivation types

are possible by definition of h:

ω⇒H f(ω)⇒∗H f(a)⇒H a or ω⇒H f(ω)⇒+H g(a)⇒H a.

(a) Consider the first derivation type. Symbols in f(Σ) can only be derived

from other symbols in f(Σ) by definition of h and cannot be derived by an

application of the Watson-Crick morphism on some derived string since f(Σ)∩

alph(TR) = ∅. This implies f(ω) = w1 ⇒H w2 ⇒H ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒H wn = f(a) where

wi ∈ f(Σ),1 ≤ i ≤ n. The only productions producing symbols in f(Σ) are

in the set {f(a) ⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in t1}. So u ⇒t1 v iff

f(u)⇒I f(v) by definition of h. This fact and the fact that all strings in the

derivation of f(a) from f(ω) are in f(Σ)∗ implies that ω⇒∗t1 a and so ω⇒∗G a.
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(b) Consider the second derivation type. Symbols in g(Σ) can be derived from

other symbols in g(Σ) or from symbols in f(Σ) by definition of h. The only

symbol in f(Σ) derivable in a production in h is f(ω). ω ⇒ f(ω) is the only

such production in h. Furthermore, no productions exist which derive ω. This

implies that f(ω) appears only once in the sequence of the second derivation

type. So the derivation ω ⇒H f(ω)⇒+H g(a)⇒H a is more specifically of the

form ω ⇒H f(ω) ⇒H g(a1) ⇒∗H g(a) ⇒H a where ω ⇒ a1 is a production

in t2. f(g−1(h(g(b)) ∩ g(Σ)∗)) ∪ (h(g(b)) − g(Σ)∗) = h(f(b)) where b ∈ Σ by

definition of f, g, h. So if ω ⇒H f(ω)⇒∗H g(a)⇒H a then ω ⇒∗G a where the

remainder of this proof would follow symmetrically to (a).

2. Assume a is derived in a derivation involving the application of hW . Then the

derivation must be of the form ω ⇒H f(ω) ⇒∗H f(a1) ⇒hW

H f(a1) ⇒H g(a2) ⇒∗H
g(a) ⇒H a by definition of h where a1, a2 ∈ Σ∗. ω ⇒∗t1 a1 by 1 (a), the fact

that f(ω) ⇒∗H f(a1) involves no application of hW (since H is Uni-Transitional

and hW is applied subsequently in the derivation) and the fact that f(a1) can

immediately derive a1 in H. f(a1) ⇒H g(a2) iff a1 ⇒ a2 is a production in t2.

So ω ⇒∗t1 a1 ⇒t2 a2. a2 ⇒∗t1 a by 1 (b), the fact that g(a2) ⇒∗H g(a) which

must not involve an application of hW (since hW has already been applied and

H is Uni-Transitional) and the fact that g(a) can immediately derive a in H. So

ω⇒∗G a.

L(G) ⊇ L(H) by 1 and 2 above.

L(G) = L(H) by the two arguments above. The truth of the statement of the

Lemma follows.

A slight modification to the construction in Theorem 5.2.1 yields the following
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result:

Lemma 5.2.3. Any E0L(REG, weak, uni) system can be converted to an ordered

two-tabled ET0L system.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.2.1 and the fact that H̃ in Theorem 5.2.1 can

easily be converted to an ET0L system containing tables t1, t2 where t1 is applied

strictly before t2 if t1, t2 are both applied in any derivation of the system. This can

be done if t1 is taken to be T1 and t2 to be T2 ∪ T3 while all other attributes of the

system remain the same (merging T2 and T3 into a single table does not change the

language recognized).

In the next result an equivalence between 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L systems

and ordered two-tabled ET0L systems is established. Constructions are provided

which can convert a system of one type to the other and vice versa. The proofs of

language equivalence for these constructions are fairly similar to the proof of language

equivalence used in Lemma 5.2.2.

Lemma 5.2.4. The class of languages recognized by 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L

systems equals the class of languages recognized by ordered two-tabled ET0L systems.

Proof.

1. Let G = (Σ,{t1, t2}, ω,∆) be a 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L system. Let f (re-

spectively, g) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ Σ to a new symbol

f(a) (respectively, g(a)). Let G′ = (∆∪ f(Σ)∪ g(Σ)∪ {F,ω},{t3, t4}, ω,∆) be an

ET0L system where the subalphabets of the system are mutually disjoint, t3 is
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defined by the following production set:

{ω⇒ f(ω)}

∪{f(a)⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t1}

∪{f(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

and t4 is defined by the following production set:

{ω⇒ g(ω)}

∪{f(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t2}

∪{g(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t1}

∪{g(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{a⇒ F ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{F ⇒ F}

t3 must be applied before t4 in any derivation of G′. Productions in t4 yield

strings defined over the alphabet g(Σ)∪∆∪{F} by definition of t4. Productions are

provided in t3 for symbols in the set {ω}∪f(Σ). (g(Σ)∪∆∪{F})∩({ω}∪f(Σ)) = ∅.

Thus once t4 is applied in a derivation t3 cannot be applied subsequently.

Consider when ω⇒∗G a where a ∈∆∗.

(a) Assume t2 is not applied in the derivation of a. That is, ω ⇒∗t1 a. ω ⇒
∗
t3
f(a)

by definition of t3. f(a)⇒t3 a by definition of t3. Thus ω⇒+G′ a.

(b) Assume t2 is applied in the derivation of a. That is, ω ⇒∗t1 a1 ⇒t2 a2 ⇒∗t1
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a where a1, a2 ∈ Σ∗. ω ⇒∗t3 f(a1) by definition of t3. f(a1) ⇒t4 g(a2) by

definition of t4. If b ⇒∗t1 c then g(b) ⇒∗ g(c) in t4. So g(a2) ⇒∗t4 g(a).

g(a)⇒t4 a by definition of t4. Thus ω⇒+G′ a.

L(G) ⊆ L(G′) by (a) and (b) above.

Consider when ω⇒∗G′ a where a ∈∆∗.

(a) Assume t4 is not applied in the derivation of a. That is, ω ⇒∗t3 a. More

specifically, ω ⇒t3 f(ω) ⇒∗t3 a. The only set of productions which derive

terminal symbols in t3 are {f(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}. This implies that the derivation

is of the form ω ⇒t3 f(ω) ⇒∗t3 f(a) ⇒ a. Symbols in f(Σ) can only derive

symbols in f(Σ) ∪∆ in t3. Assume f(ω) ⇒∗t3 f(a1) ⇒t3 a2 ⇒∗t3 f(a) where

a1 ∈ Σ∗ and a2 is in the set f(Σ)∗∆f(Σ)∗. No productions in t3 are provided for

any symbols in ∆ so the derivation becomes blocked at a2, which contradicts

the assumption that a2 ⇒∗t3 f(a). So it must be the case that f(ω) = w0 ⇒t3

w1 ⇒t3 w2 ⇒t3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⇒t3 wn = f(a) where wi ∈ f(Σ)∗, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The only

production set for symbols in f(Σ) which yields other symbols in f(Σ) is

the set {f(a) ⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in t1}. f(b) ⇒t3 f(c)

iff b ⇒t1 c by definition of t3. These three facts imply that ω ⇒∗t1 a and so

ω⇒∗G a.

(b) Assume t4 is applied in the derivation of a. One of two derivation types are

possible:

(i) ω⇒t4 g(ω)⇒∗t4 a

(ii) ω⇒t3 f(ω)⇒∗t3 a1⇒
+
t4
a where a1 ∈ (f(Σ) ∪∆)∗
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Consider the first case: Symbols in ∆ can only be derived by productions in

the set {g(a) ⇒ a ∣ a ∈ ∆} in t4. So g(ω) ⇒∗t4 g(a) ⇒t4 a. f(g−1(t4(g(c)) ∩

g(Σ)∗)) ∪ (t4(g(c)) − g(Σ)∗) = t3(f(c)) where c ∈ Σ by definition of g, f , t3

and t4. So if g(ω) ⇒∗t4 g(a) then f(ω) ⇒∗t3 f(a). ω ⇒∗t1 a by the argument

given in (a) and f(ω)⇒∗t3 f(a). So ω⇒∗G a.

Consider the second case: Assume a1 is in f(Σ)∗∆f(Σ)∗. The only production

in t4 for s ∈ ∆ is s ⇒ F . So a1 ⇒t4 a2 where a2 contains an instance of

nonterminal F . The only production in t4 for nonterminal F is F ⇒ F . If this

is the case then all strings derivable from a2 contain an instance of F , which

contradicts the assumption that a, a string in ∆∗, is derived. So it must be the

case that ω⇒t3 f(ω)⇒∗t3 f(a1)⇒t4 g(a2)⇒∗t4 a where a1⇒ a2 is a production

in t2. Furthermore, symbols in ∆ can only be derived by productions in the set

{g(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈ ∆} in t4. So g(a2)⇒∗t4 g(a)⇒t4 a. ω ⇒∗t1 a1 by the argument

given in (a) and the fact that all sentential forms in the derivation of f(a1) from

f(ω) are in f(Σ)∗. a1⇒t2 a2. f(g−1(t4(g(c)) ∩ g(Σ)∗)) ∪ (t4(g(c)) − g(Σ)∗) =

t3(f(c)) where c ∈ Σ by definition of g, f , t3 and t4. So if g(a2)⇒∗t4 g(a) then

f(a2) ⇒∗t3 f(a). a2 ⇒∗t1 a by the argument given in (a) and f(a2) ⇒∗t3 f(a).

ω⇒∗t1 a1⇒t2 a2⇒∗t1 a. So ω⇒∗G a.

L(G) ⊇ L(G′) by (a) and (b) above.

L(G) = L(G′) by the two arguments above.

2. Let G = (Σ,{t3, t4}, ω,∆) be an ordered two-tabled ET0L system. Let f (respec-

tively, g) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ Σ to a new symbol f(a)

(respectively, g(a)). Let G′ = (∆∪f(Σ)∪g(Σ)∪{F,ω},{t1, t2}, ω,∆) be an ET0L
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system where the subalphabets of the system are mutually disjoint, t1 is defined

as the following production set:

{ω⇒ f(ω)}

∪{f(a)⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t3}

∪{f(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{a⇒ F ∣ a ∈∆}

∪{F ⇒ F}

∪{g(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t4}

∪{g(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

and t2 is defined as the following production set:

{ω⇒ g(α) ∣ ω⇒ α is a production in t4}

∪{f(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t4}

t2 can only be applied once in any derivation. t2 derives symbols in g(Σ). t1 derives

symbols in g(Σ)∪∆∪ {F} from symbols in g(Σ). Productions are provided in t2

for symbols in {ω} ∪ f(Σ). (g(Σ) ∪∆ ∪ {F}) ∩ ({ω} ∪ f(Σ)) = ∅. Thus once t2 is

applied in a derivation it cannot be applied subsequently.

Consider when ω⇒∗G a where a ∈∆∗.

(a) Assume t4 is not applied in the derivation of a. That is, ω⇒∗t3 a. ω⇒t1 f(ω).

f(ω)⇒∗t1 f(a) by definition of t1. f(a)⇒t1 a by definition of t1. Thus ω⇒∗G′ a.
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(b) Assume t4 is applied in the derivation of a. That is, ω ⇒∗t3 a1 ⇒t4 a2 ⇒∗t4 a.

ω ⇒t1 f(ω). f(ω) ⇒∗t1 f(a1) by definition of t1. f(a1) ⇒t2 g(a2) where

a1 ⇒t4 a2 by definition of t2. g(a2)⇒∗t1 g(a) by definition of t1. g(a)⇒t1 a by

definition of t1. Thus ω⇒∗G′ a.

L(G) ⊆ L(G′) by (a) and (b) above.

Consider when ω⇒∗G′ a where a ∈∆∗.

(a) Assume t2 is not applied in the derivation of a. That is, ω⇒t1 f(ω)⇒∗t1 a. The

sets of productions which derive terminal symbols in t1 are {f(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}

and {g(a)⇒ a ∣ a ∈∆}. Symbols in f(Σ) can only derive symbols in f(Σ)∪∆∪

{F} by definition of t1. So no string derivable from f(ω) will contain symbols

in g(Σ). Thus f(ω) ⇒∗t1 f(a) ⇒t1 a. Assume that f(ω) ⇒+t1 a1 ⇒+t1 f(a)

where a1 ∈ (f(Σ) ∪∆ ∪ {F})∗∆(f(Σ) ∪∆ ∪ {F})∗. The only production for

a symbol s ∈ ∆ is s ⇒ F . So a1 ⇒t1 a2 where a2 contains an instance of F .

F can only derive itself in t1. Thus no terminal string will be derived from

a1 which contradicts the assumption that a ∈ ∆∗ is derived from a1. This

argument also holds if a1 ∈ (f(Σ) ∪ ∆ ∪ {F})∗F (f(Σ) ∪ ∆ ∪ {F})∗. Thus

f(ω) = w1 ⇒t1 w2 ⇒t1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⇒t1 wn = f(a) where wi ∈ f(Σ)∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The only

productions in t1 where a symbol in f(Σ) derives another symbol in f(Σ) is

{f(a) ⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in t3}. f(b) ⇒t1 f(c) iff b ⇒t3 c

by definition of t1. These three facts imply that ω⇒∗t3 a and so ω⇒∗G a.

(b) Assume t2 is applied in the derivation of a. One of two derivation types are

possible:

(i) ω⇒t2 g(a1)⇒∗t1 a
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(ii) ω⇒t1 f(ω)⇒∗t1 f(a1)⇒t2 g(a2)⇒∗t1 a.

Consider the first case: ω ⇒t2 g(a1) iff ω ⇒t4 a1. The sets of productions

which derive terminal symbols in t1 are {f(a) ⇒ a ∣ a ∈ ∆} and {g(a) ⇒

a ∣ a ∈ ∆}. Symbols in g(Σ) can only derive symbols in g(Σ) ∪ ∆ ∪ {F}

by definition of t1. So no string derivable from g(a1) will contain symbols

in f(Σ). Thus g(a1) ⇒∗t1 g(a) ⇒t1 a. Assume that g(a1) ⇒+t1 a2 ⇒+t1 g(a)

where a2 ∈ (g(Σ) ∪∆ ∪ {F})∗∆(g(Σ) ∪∆ ∪ {F})∗. The only production for

a symbol s ∈ ∆ is s ⇒ F . So a2 ⇒t1 a3 where a3 contains an instance of F .

F can only derive itself in t1. Thus no terminal string will be derived from

a2 which contradicts the assumption that a ∈ ∆∗ is derived from a2. This

argument also holds if a2 ∈ (f(Σ) ∪ ∆ ∪ {F})∗F (f(Σ) ∪ ∆ ∪ {F})∗. Thus

g(a1) = w1 ⇒t1 w2 ⇒t1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⇒t1 wn = g(a) where wi ∈ g(Σ)∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The only

productions in t1 where a symbol in g(Σ) derives another symbol in g(Σ) is

{g(a)⇒ g(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in t3}. g(b)⇒t1 g(c) iff b⇒t4 c by

definition of t1. These three facts imply that ω⇒t4 a1⇒∗t4 a and so ω⇒∗G a.

Consider the second case: ω⇒∗t3 a1 by the argument given in (a) and f(ω)⇒∗t1
f(a1). f(a1) ⇒t2 g(a2) iff a1 ⇒t4 a2. So ω ⇒∗t3 a1 ⇒t4 a2. a2 ⇒∗t4 a by the

argument given in the first case for g(a1) ⇒∗t1 a and g(a2) ⇒∗t1 g(a) since, as

seen before, a is only derivable from f(a) or g(a) and symbols in f(Σ) cannot

be derived by symbols in g(Σ). Thus, ω⇒∗G a.

L(G) ⊇ L(G′) by (a) and (b) above.

L(G) = L(G′) by the two arguments above.

The truth of the statement of the Lemma follows from 1 and 2.
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From the above Lemmas the following result is obtained:

Theorem 5.2.2. The class of languages recognized by E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems

equals the class of languages recognized by 1-restricted two-tabled ET0L systems and

the class of languages recognized by ordered two-tabled ET0L systems.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.

Now other characterizations of E0L(any, weak, uni) systems are explored in terms

of other Watson-Crick E0L systems.

Lemma 5.2.5. L(E0L(any, weak, uni)) = L(E0L(any, weak, useful-uni))

Proof. This follows by Lemma 3.4.1 and the obvious fact that E0L(any, weak, uni)

systems are by definition E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) systems.

In the following it is shown that Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick E0L

systems operating in Weak Derivation Mode are equivalent to the class of such systems

whose underlying E0L systems yield only Usefully Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick

E0L systems when used in any arbitrary Watson-Crick E0L system. This is proven

by converting such a system to one where terminal strings can only be derived by

an application of hW . This system is then converted to one where strings which are

derived involving a single application of hW in the system are also only derivable

via a single application of hW in the resulting system. The alphabet of the resulting

system is extended and the Watson-Crick morphism is modified so that the Watson-

Crick complements of strings derived after a single application of hW must contain

nonterminal symbols for which there are no productions. So effectively no terminal

strings can be derived with no application of hW or with more than one application

of hW .
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Lemma 5.2.6. L(E0L(any, weak, strong-useful-uni)) = L(E0L(any, weak, useful-uni))

Proof. LetH = (G,TR) be an E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) system whereG = (Σ, h, ω,∆)

is the underlying E0L system. Denote the Watson-Crick morphism of H by hH . It

can be assumed that in H terminal strings can only be derived by an application

of hH by Lemma 3.4.1. Treat Σ as a purine alphabet and now consider an alphabet

Σ = {a ∣ a ∈ Σ} disjoint with Σ. That is, instead of symbols in Σ being complementary

with other symbols in Σ, symbols in Σ are now complementary with symbols in Σ

and vice versa. Let f be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ Σ to a new

symbol f(a).

Let H ′ = (G′, TR′) be an E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) system where G′ = (Σ ∪Σ ∪

f(Σ)∪f(Σ), h′, f(ω),∆), the subalphabets comprising the alphabet of G′ are taken to

be mutually disjoint, hH′ denotes the Watson-Crick morphism for H ′, TR′ = f(TR)

and h′ is defined by the following production set:

{f(a)⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a⇒ α is a production in h}

∪{f(a)⇒ hH(a) ∣ a ∈ Σ}

∪{a⇒ α ∣ a⇒ α is a production in h}

No productions are provided for a ∈ Σ.

It is obvious that TR′ is sound.

H ′ is more specifically an E0L(any, weak, strong-useful-uni) system: Instead of

TR′ consider any arbitrary trigger language T̃R which is sound with respect to G′.

All strings derivable from f(ω) not involving an application of hH′ are in f(Σ)∗

since {f(a) ⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in h} is the only production set
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applicable for f(ω) and anything derivable from it that does not involve an application

of hH′ . No terminal string can be derived in such derivations since ∆ and f(Σ) are

mutually disjoint. So, in order to derive terminal strings, T̃R must contain strings in

f(Σ)∗. If this is the case then strings in f(Σ)
∗
can be derived. Any string f(a) ∈ f(Σ)

where a ∈ Σ can only derive hH(a). All strings derivable from hH(a) not involving

an application of hH′ are in Σ∗ since {a ⇒ α ∣ a ⇒ α is a production in h} is the

only production set applicable for hH(a) and anything derivable from it that does

not involve an application of hH′ . If T̃R recognizes strings in Σ∗ then it is possible

that hH′ may be applied once again in derivations following derived strings in f(Σ)
∗
.

If this happens then strings in Σ
∗
will be derived. No productions are provided

for strings in Σ
∗
and so any derivation involving more than one application of hH′

becomes blocked for any sound trigger language T̃R.

Assume ω ⇒∗ a in H where a ∈ ∆∗. a can only be derived by a prior application

of hH . So ω⇒∗ b⇒hH hH(b)⇒∗ a where b ∈ TR. f(ω)⇒∗ f(b) in H ′ since {f(a)⇒

f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in h} is the only production set applicable for

f(ω) and anything derivable from it that does not involve an application of hH′ .

f(b) ∈ f(TR) = TR′ since b ∈ TR. So f(b)⇒hH′ f(b) in H ′ in one possible derivation

step. The only production for f(b) ∈ f(Σ) is f(b) ⇒ hH(b). The only applicable

set of productions in H ′ for hH(b) and anything derivable from it is {a ⇒ α ∣ a ⇒

α is a production in h} and so hH(b)⇒∗ a in H ′. Thus L(H) ⊆ L(H ′).

Assume f(ω)⇒∗ a in H ′ where a ∈∆∗. a can only be derived by a prior application

of hH′ since strings derived in H ′ without an application of hH′ are in the set f(Σ)∗

which is disjoint with ∆∗ and anything derived after a single application of hH′ is in the

set Σ∗∪f(Σ)
∗
which is disjoint with TR′. So f(ω)⇒∗ f(b)⇒hH′ f(b)⇒ hH(b)⇒∗ a
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where f(b) ∈ f(TR) = TR′. ω⇒∗ b in H since for every production c⇒ d in {f(a)⇒

f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in h} there exists an equivalent production in

h where f−1(c) ⇒ f−1(d) and f(ω) derives f(b) only using productions in the set

{f(a) ⇒ f(α) ∣ a ∈ Σ, a ⇒ α is a production in h}. b ∈ TR since f(b) ∈ f(TR). So

b⇒hH hH(b) inH in one possible derivation step. hH(b)⇒∗ a inH ′ using productions

in h so hH(b)⇒∗ a in H since h is the only production set in H. Thus L(H ′) ⊆ L(H).

L(H ′) = L(H) by the above two arguments.

The above result and the fact that E0L(any, weak, strong-useful-uni) systems

are by definition E0L(any, weak, useful-uni) systems implies the statement of the

Theorem.

From the above two Lemmas another result is obtained which establishes other

characterizations of E0L(any, weak, uni) systems.

Theorem 5.2.3. L(E0L(any, weak, uni)) = L(any, weak, useful-uni)

= L(any, weak, strong-useful-uni)

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.2.5 and Lemma 5.2.6.



Chapter 6

Powerful Uni Weak Watson-Crick

E0L systems

It has been shown that E0L(REG, weak, uni) languages are included in the ET0L

languages. If the complexity of the trigger language is increased then the power of the

resulting systems potentially increases. Here it is shown that if the power of the trigger

language is increased to the set of minimal linear languages then this suffices for these

Uni-Transitional Weak Derivation Mode Watson-Crick E0L systems to recognize the

recursively enumerable languages. The result is based on the Theorem of [11] which is

summarized in Theorem 6.0.1. The following notations are introduced for the result.

Definition 6.0.1. Aminimal linear grammar is a context-free grammarG = (V,Σ, P, S)

which contains only one nonterminal, S, and all of the productions in the grammar
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are of the forms:

S ⇒ uSv where u, v ∈ Σ∗

and

S ⇒ w where w ∈ Σ∗

A language is a minimal linear language if it is recognized by some minimal linear

grammar.

Definition 6.0.2. A language is a Dyck language if it is recognized by a context-free

grammar with nonterminal symbol S, terminal symbols {a1, . . . , ar} ∪ {ã1, . . . , ãr},

axiom S and productions S ⇒ ε and S ⇒ SaiSãiS where 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

Theorem 6.0.1. For each alphabet Σ there exist an alphabet Σ
′
, a Dyck language

D over Σ
′
, and a homomorphism h ∶ (Σ′)∗ ⇒ Σ∗ which satisfy the property that, for

each recursively enumerable language L over Σ, a minimal linear language L′ over Σ′

can be found such that L = h(D ∩L′).

Using the above characterization the result of this section is easily obtained:

Theorem 6.0.2. E0L(minimal linear, weak, uni) systems recognize the recursively

enumerable languages.

Proof. Dyck languages are Context-Free languages by definition. It is well known

that Context-Free languages are included in the E0L languages. So for any Dyck

language D there exists an E0L system G = (Σ, h, ω, alph(D)) that recognizes D. Let

L′ be an arbitrary minimal linear language. It can be assumed that (Σ − alph(D)) ∩

alph(L′) = ∅. Let c be a coding over alph(D) ∪ alph(L′) such that c(alph(D) ∪
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alph(L′)) ∩ alph(h(alph(D) ∪ alph(L′))) = ∅. Let c(alph(D) ∪ alph(L′)) = {a ∣ a ∈

alph(D)∪alph(L′)} be such that c(alph(D)∪alph(L′))∩ c(alph(D) ∪ alph(L′)) = ∅

and c(alph(D) ∪ alph(L′))∩ alph(h(alph(D)∪ alph(L′))) = ∅. Let c(G) = (c(Σ), hc,

c(ω), c(alph(D))) be an E0L system such that the productions of hc are the same as

the productions of h but instead defined over alphabet c(Σ) rather than Σ.

Let H = (c(G)′, c(L′)) be an E0L(minimal linear) system where c(G)′ = (c(Σ) ∪

c(Σ) ∪ h(alph(D)) ∪ h(alph(D)), h′c, c(ω), h(alph(D))) where h′c is defined by the

following set of productions:

hc

∪{c(a)⇒ h(a) ∣ a ∈ alph(D)}

∪{h(a)⇒ h(a) ∣ a ∈ alph(D)}

No productions are provided for symbols in h(alph(D)). These symbols will never

be produced by the system but are required to ensure the alphabet is DNA-like.

c(L′) is sound with respect to c(G)′: Consider a string w in the trigger language.

The trigger language is c(L′) and so w ∈ c(L′). hW (w) ∈ c(L′). c(L′) ∩ c(L′) = ∅ and

so hW (w) ∉ c(L′).

H is Uni-Transitional: Consider a string w in the trigger language. The trigger

language is c(L′) and so w ∈ c(L′). If, additionally, w ∉ c(alph(D))∗ then w is blocked

in the next derivation step. Otherwise, w ∈ c(alph(D))
∗
in the next derivation step.

w ⇒ u where u ∈ h(alph(D))∗ by definition of h′c. Symbols in h(alph(D)) can only

derive themselves. Furthermore, h(alph(D))∗ ∩ c(L′) = ∅ so the trigger will not be

applied in subsequent derivations. This and the fact that c(L′) is sound with respect
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to c(G)′ implies that H is Uni-Transitional.

Symbols in c(Σ) can only derive symbols in c(Σ) according to hc. So c(ω), the

axiom of H, can only derive strings in c(Σ)∗. c(Σ) ∩ h(alph(D)) = ∅ by definition

of c. So in order to derive a terminal string the trigger must be applied. The trigger

can only be applied if a string, c(w), derived from c(ω) is in c(L′). Assume that

c(w) contains a nonterminal n ∈ c((Σ − alph(D))). It is known that (Σ − alph(D)) ∩

alph(L′) = ∅ and so c((Σ − alph(D))) ∩ c(alph(L′)) = ∅ by definition of c. This

would imply that c(w) ∉ c(L′), a contradiction. So it must also be the case that

c(w) ∈ c(alph(D))∗ by definition of hc. More specifically, c(w) ∈ c(D) since it is

derived only by means of hc from c(w) which implies that c(w) is also derivable in

c(G) (which recognizes c(D)) and the fact that all productions from c(G) are included

in c(G)′. So c(w) ∈ c(D)∩c(L′) which implies that w ∈D∩L′. In the next derivation

step the trigger is applied and c(w) is derived. Following this h(w) is derived which

can only derive itself thereafter. h(w) ∈ h(alph(D))∗ so h(w) ∈ L(H). Thus, the

language recognized by H is h(D ∩ L′). h, D and L′ can be suitably chosen for any

recursively enumerable language L such that L = h(D ∩ L′) by Theorem 6.0.1. The

truth of the Theorem statement follows.

The same argument as that following Theorem 3.2.1 can be given to show that

E0L(minimal linear, weak, uni) systems where terminal strings are derived only by

an application of hW recognize exactly the recursively enumerable languages.



Chapter 7

Watson-Crick EDT0L systems

EDT0L systems are ET0L systems but where productions are applied deterministi-

cally (as opposed to nondeterministically) for each table in the system. In [5] it is

proven that Watson-Crick EDT0L systems with the standard trigger language recog-

nize the recursively enumerable languages. Here a construction of a Uni-Transitional

Watson-Crick EDT0L system with a different context-free trigger language is provided

which also recognizes the recursively enumerable languages.

This result is based on one of the fundamental results in [14] recalled below ([14]

Corollary 1). For the result the following notations are introduced. For homomor-

phisms h1 and h2 the following is denoted:

e(h1, h2) = {w ∈ Σ+ ∣ h1(w) = h2(w) and if w = uv where u ∈ Σ+, v ∈ Σ+ then

h1(u) ≠ h2(u)}

Intuitively, e(h1, h2) consists of all words w such that h1 and h2 coincide on w and

they do not coincide on any proper prefix of w.
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Theorem 7.0.1. A language over alphabet Σ is recursively enumerable iff there exist

an alphabet ∆ and two homomorphisms h1, h2 on (Σ ∪∆)∗ so that L = h(e(h1, h2)),

where h is the homomorphism mapping each symbol of Σ to itself and each symbol of

∆ to ε.

Theorem 7.0.2. EDT0L(CF, uni) systems recognize the recursively enumerable lan-

guages.

Proof. Let L be a recursively enumerable language defined over an alphabet Σ. By

Theorem 7.0.1 there exist an alphabet ∆ and two homomorphisms h1, h2 on (Σ∪∆)∗

so that L = h(e(h1, h2)), where h is the homomorphism mapping each symbol of Σ

to itself and each symbol of ∆ to ε.

Let a1, . . . , a∣Σ∪∆∣ denote ordered symbols of the set Σ ∪∆ (a1, . . . , a∣Σ∪∆∣ ∈ Σ ∪∆

and ∣{a1, . . . , a∣Σ∪∆∣}∣ = ∣Σ ∪∆∣).

Let f (respectively, g) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ Σ∪∆ to a

new symbol f(a) (respectively, g(a)).

Let j (respectively, l) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ h1(Σ ∪∆)

to a new symbol j(a) (respectively, l(a)).

Let k (respectively, m) be a homomorphism that maps each symbol a ∈ h2(Σ∪∆)

to a new symbol k(a) (respectively, m(a)).

Let Ω = Σ∪∆∪f(Σ∪∆)∪g(Σ∪∆)∪ j(h1(Σ∪∆))∪k(h2(Σ∪∆))∪ l(h1(Σ∪∆))∪

m(h2(Σ∪∆))∪h(Σ∪∆)∪{S,S1, S2, S⃗2,#} where all subalphabets of Ω are mutually

disjoint besides, potentially, Σ ∪∆ and h(Σ ∪∆). Let Ω = {a ∣ a ∈ Ω} and Ω ∩Ω = ∅.

Let H = (G,TR) be a Watson-Crick EDT0L system where G = (Ω ∪ Ω,

{ta1 , . . . , ta∣Σ∪∆∣ , tS⇒ε, th1&h2 , te(h1,h2), tfinal}, S#S1S⃗2, h(Σ)) is an EDT0L system.

Let TR be the union of the following sets:
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1. (Σ∪∆)+ ⋅#⋅{j(h1(x))⋅k(h2(y)) ∣ x, y ∈ (Σ∪∆)∗ and h1(x) ≠ h2(y)}⋅#⋅(j(h1(Σ∪

∆)) ∪ k(h2(Σ ∪∆)) ∪ {#})∗

2. (Σ ∪∆)+ ⋅# ⋅ l(h1(Σ ∪∆))∗ ⋅m(h2(Σ ∪∆))∗ ⋅# ⋅ {l(h1(x)) ⋅m(h2(y)) ⋅# ∣ x, y ∈

(Σ ∪∆)∗ and h1(x) ≠ h2(y)}∗

Note that since the target alphabets of j and k, respectively, are disjoint it is easy

to verify that a language like

{j(h1(x)) ⋅ k(h2(y)) ∣ x, y ∈ (Σ ∪∆)∗ and h1(x) ≠ h2(y)} (7.1)

is context-free. A nondeterministic pushdown automaton guesses a position P where

h1(x) and h2(y) differ. When reading the prefix of the input w ∈ j(h1(Σ ∪ ∆))∗,

the pushdown automaton stores on the stack the distance of P from the start of

h1(x) and remembers in the internal state the symbol of h1(x) at position P . (Note

that j is a one-to-one mapping and that ∣j(h1(x))∣ = ∣h1(x)∣.) Then when reading

k(h2(Σ∪∆))∗, using the stack the automaton finds the same position P in h2(y) and

verifies that it has a different symbol.

The first part of TR consists of a catenation of the language (7.1) with regu-

lar languages, which is context-free. The context-freeness of the second part of the

definition of TR is verified in the same way.

Let hH denote the Watson-Crick morphism of system H. For any a ∈ Ω hH(a) = a

where a ∈ Ω and vice versa.

The set of tables of G are defined below:
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tai
where
1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ∪∆∣

: S ⇒ Sai
S1 ⇒ S1f(ai)
S2 ⇒ S2g(ai)
S⃗2 ⇒ S2g(ai)#S1S⃗2

aj ⇒ aj where 1 ≤ j ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
f(aj)⇒ f(aj) where 1 ≤ j ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
g(aj)⇒ g(aj) where 1 ≤ j ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
#⇒#

tS⇒ε: S ⇒ ε
S1⇒ ε
S2⇒ ε
S⃗2⇒#
ai⇒ ai where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
f(ai)⇒ f(ai) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
g(ai)⇒ g(ai) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
#⇒#

th1&h2 : ai⇒ ai where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
f(ai)⇒ j(h1(ai)) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
g(ai)⇒ k(h2(ai)) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
#⇒#

te(h1,h2): ai⇒ ai where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
j(h1(ai))⇒ l(h1(ai)) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
k(h2(ai))⇒m(h2(ai)) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
#⇒#

tfinal ∶ ai⇒ h(ai) where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
l(h1(ai))⇒ ε where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
m(h2(ai))⇒ ε where 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣Σ ∪∆∣
#⇒ ε

TR is sound: Any string in TR must contain at least two instances of the #

symbol. hW (#) =#. alph(TR) ∩ {#} = ∅.

H is Uni-Transitional: Consider any string, w ∈ TR. Assume w is in the set

defined by part 1 of TR. w must contain an instance of j(h1(Σ ∪∆)). So hW (w)

must contain an instance of j(h1(Σ ∪∆)). There are no productions provided in any

table of the system for symbols in j(h1(Σ ∪∆)) so no derivation can proceed from

hW (w), prohibiting further applications of hW . Assume w is in the set defined by
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part 2 of TR. w must contain symbols in the set Σ∪∆∪ l(h1(Σ∪∆))∪m(h2(Σ∪∆))

by definition of part 2 of TR. So hW (w) must contain symbols in the set Σ ∪∆ ∪

l(h1(Σ ∪∆)) ∪m(h2(Σ ∪∆)). The only table applicable for such a set of symbols is

tfinal. tfinal will write this set of symbols to the set h(Σ ∪∆). Every table in the

system contains only self-writing productions for symbols in this set. Furthermore,

h(Σ ∪∆)∗ ∩ TR = ∅. Thus hW will not be applied subsequently.

From the axiom tables in the set {ta1 , . . . , ta∣Σ∪∆∣} are used to derive strings in the

following sentential form:

S ⋅ l1⋯ln ⋅# ⋅ S1 ⋅ f(l1)⋯f(ln) ⋅ S2 ⋅ g(l1)⋯g(ln) ⋅# ⋅ S1 ⋅ f(l1)⋯f(ln−1) ⋅ S2

⋅ g(l1)⋯g(ln−1) ⋅#⋯# ⋅ S1 ⋅ S⃗2

where l1, . . . , ln ∈ Σ ∪∆, l1⋯ln is an arbitrary string in Σ ∪∆∗ and n ≥ 0. The only

other table which contains productions for S,S1, S2, S⃗2 symbols is tS⇒ε which writes

all such symbols to ε. If this table is applied then strings in the following sentential

form are derived:

l1⋯ln ⋅#⋅f(l1)⋯f(ln)⋅g(l1)⋯g(ln)⋅#⋅f(l1)⋯f(ln−1)⋅g(l1)⋯g(ln−1)⋅#⋯#⋅f(l1)⋅g(l1)⋅#

If n = 0 then the sentential form is more specifically the string ##. In all tables

of the system # ⇒ # is the only production for # so a terminal string will never

be derived. If n ≥ 1 then the set of tables applicable for this sentential form are

{ta1 , . . . , ta∣Σ∪∆∣ , tS⇒ε, th1&h2}. If tables in the set {ta1 , . . . , ta∣Σ∪∆∣ , tS⇒ε} are applied then

the same string will be derived. If th1&h2 is applied then strings in the following
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sentential form are derived:

l1⋯ln ⋅# ⋅ j(h1(l1))⋯j(h1(ln)) ⋅ k(h2(l1))⋯k(h2(ln)) ⋅# ⋅ j(h1(l1))⋯j(h1(ln−1))⋅

k(h2(l1))⋯k(h2(ln−1)) ⋅#⋯# ⋅ j(h1(l1)) ⋅ k(h2(l1)) ⋅#

Consider the case where h1(l1 . . . ln) ≠ h2(l1 . . . ln). It is also the case that l1 . . . ln ∉

e(h1, h2). If this is true then the resulting string is in the subset of the trigger language

defined in part 1 above. In the next derivation step hH is applied. No productions

are provided in any table for symbols in j(h1(Σ ∪∆)) ∪ k(h2(Σ ∪∆)) and so the

derivation becomes blocked, preventing any terminal string from being derived. If

instead h1(l1, . . . , ln) = h2(l1, . . . , ln) then the string is not in the trigger language and

derivations can continue in the system. The only table applicable for this sentential

form is te(h1,h2). In the next derivation step strings in the following sentential form

will be derived by an application of te(h1,h2):

l1⋯ln ⋅# ⋅ l(h1(l1))⋯l(h1(ln)) ⋅m(h2(l1))⋯m(h2(ln)) ⋅# ⋅ l(h1(l1))⋯l(h1(ln−1))

⋅m(h2(l1))⋯m(h2(ln−1)) ⋅#⋯# ⋅ l(h1(l1)) ⋅m(h2(l1)) ⋅#

No productions are provided in any table of the system for symbols in the set l(h1(Σ∪

∆))∪k(h2(Σ∪∆)). In order to continue to derive strings hH must be applied. Strings

in this sentential form are only in the trigger language if h1(l1 . . . lp) ≠ h2(l1 . . . lp)

where 0 ≤ p < n by definition of part 2 of the trigger language above. If hH is applied

in the next derivation then l1 . . . ln ∈ e(h1, h2) and strings in the following sentential
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form are derived:

l1⋯ln ⋅# ⋅ l(h1(l1))⋯l(h1(ln)) ⋅m(h2(l1))⋯m(h2(ln)) ⋅# ⋅ l(h1(l1))⋯l(h1(ln−1))

⋅m(h2(l1))⋯m(h2(ln−1)) ⋅#⋯# ⋅ l(h1(l1)) ⋅m(h2(l1)) ⋅#

The only table applicable for this sentential form is tfinal. tfinal writes all symbols

to ε besides those in Σ ∪∆. These symbols derive their complementary versions

which additionally have the homomorphism h applied to them. So the resulting

strings will be terminal strings of the form h(l1 . . . ln) ∈ h(e(h1, h2)) ⊆ h(Σ)∗ since

l1 . . . ln ∈ e(h1, h2). Derivations can only continue in this system if the resulting

strings lie in h(Σ ∪∆) ∩ (Σ ∪∆). Productions for such symbols in all tables are self-

writing so no other strings will be derived. It is obvious that no other strings outside

of h(e(h1, h2)) can be derived in the system and so L(H) ⊆ h(e(h1, h2)) = L.

Consider any h(w) ∈ h(e(h1, h2)). w is an arbitrary string over (Σ ∪∆)∗. If this

is the case then S ⋅w ⋅# ⋅ f(w)g(w) ⋅ etc. can be derived in H. This string can derive

h(w) in H by the argument given above only if w ∈ e(h1, h2). w ∈ e(h1, h2) since

h(w) ∈ h(e(h1, h2)). So h(w) is derivable in H. Thus L = h(e(h1, h2)) ⊆ L(H).

L(H) = L by the previous two arguments.

The statement of the Theorem follows.

The same argument as that following Theorem 3.2.1 can be given to show that

EDT0L(CF, uni) systems where terminal strings are derived only by an application

of hW recognize exactly the recursively enumerable languages.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

After an Introduction to Watson-Crick L systems, the previous results surrounding

them and Preliminaries summary, it was established that Blocking and strictly Uni-

Transitional Watson-Crick E0L systems with Regular Triggers can recognize exactly

the recursively enumerable languages. The next logical step was to attempt to modify

these systems in a way such that their language-generating power could be further

restricted. One possible way to do this was to consider systems operating in weak

derivation mode as opposed to standard derivation mode. Surprisingly, Watson-Crick

E0L systems operating in weak derivation mode can recognize exactly the recursively

enumerable languages. In the case of Blocking and Uni-Transitional Watson-Crick

E0L systems operating in weak derivation mode, it was found that they recognize

E0L languages and a class of languages containing E0L languages but contained in

the ET0L languages. Surprisingly, when the complexity of the trigger language of

these systems is increased to the minimal linear languages (not even context-free),

computational completeness is established. It was also discovered that Watson-Crick

ET0L systems operating in weak derivation mode are no more powerful than the
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ET0L systems which form their backbone if the number of applications of the Watson-

Crick morphism is bounded by a constant. As a departure, EDT0L systems with an

alternative context-free language to the standard context-free language were studied

and proven also to be computationally complete.

There are several streams for future research which relate to the work done in this

dissertation in some way.

Particularly, in this dissertation the question of whether E0L(REG, weak, uni)

languages are properly contained in the ET0L languages has not been settled. Intu-

itively, it is believed that the inclusion is strict. There may be several possible ways

to establish this inclusion. These may include considering instead 1-restricted two-

tabled ET0L systems, ordered two-tabled ET0L systems, Usefully Uni-Transitional

E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems or Strong, Usefully Uni-Transitional E0L(REG, weak,

uni) systems which have been proven to be equivalent to E0L(REG, weak, uni) sys-

tems in their language-generating power. Also, it is conjectured that the ET0L lan-

guage {#w#w#w ∣ w ∈ {a, b}∗} is not an E0L(REG, weak, uni) language. It is

also conjectured that E0L(REG, weak, uni) systems are not closed with respect to

catenation, which is an operation that ET0L languages are closed under. A more

direct approach may be taken to showing that these systems are properly included by

demonstrating that they are recognized by other language families contained in ET0L.

Some example families are ET0L systems of finite index, ET0L systems with rank,

restricted variants of conditional tabled eco-grammar systems and regular-iteration

grammars where the number of language substitutions is one. However, it is not

obvious or intuitive at all how such language classes or their corresponding machine

models can recognize E0L(REG, weak, uni) languages and vice versa.
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Related to the above open problem is the problem of determining if E0L(REG,

weak, n) systems where n ≥ 1 increase in language-generating power as n approaches

infinity (but still remains bounded by a constant).

In previous works the properties of Watson-Crick D0L systems with the classic

DNA alphabet have been investigated. The computational power of the various ex-

tended systems considered in this dissertation with the classic DNA alphabet (or any

alphabet whose size is bounded by a constant for that matter) would be of interest to

investigate. For these extended systems it might be of use to determine if there exist

characterizations of language classes where the terminal alphabet is binary. Then one

can consider if it is possible to create a Watson-Crick L system which utilizes only

two nonterminals that recognizes the same language class.

StandardWatson-Crick ED0L languages cannot recognize the language {aa, ab, ba}

by [33] so these systems are limited in their language generating power. It is an open

question as to how limited they are.

E0L(REG, weak, uni) languages have been shown to be included in the ET0L lan-

guages. What is the computational power if ED0L or EDT0L systems are considered

as the underlying generative mechanism?

These open problems are just a handful of possible problems related to extended

Watson-Crick L systems.
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Appendix A

Production Set for Section 3.3

The following is an explicit set of the productions used by E0L(REG) system H in

Section 3.3:

S ⇒ ãaABB̃cc, A ⇒ ãÃB, A ⇒ ãb̃, b̃B ⇒ b̃C, CB ⇒ CC, b̃C ⇒ b̃D, b̃D ⇒ b̃b̃,

DC ⇒ DB, BC ⇒ BB, BC ⇒ BB̃c, ã ⇒ a, b̃ ⇒ b, c̃ ⇒ c, ãaAB ⇒ ããAB,

ãAB ⇒ ãÃB, B̃cc⇒ B̃cc̃, B̃c⇒ Bc̃, ÃB ⇒ AB,

a⇒ a, b⇒ b, c⇒ c,

S ⇒ S,A ⇒ A,B ⇒ B,C ⇒ C,D ⇒ D, ã ⇒ ã, b̃ ⇒ b̃, c̃ ⇒ c̃, ãaAB ⇒ ãaAB, B̃cc ⇒

B̃cc, ãAB ⇒ ãAB, B̃c⇒ B̃c, ÃB ⇒ ÃB,

S ⇒ Ŝ,A ⇒ Â,B ⇒ B̂,C ⇒ Ĉ,D ⇒ D̂, ã ⇒ ˆ̃a, b̃ ⇒ ˆ̃b, c̃ ⇒ ˆ̃c, ãaAB ⇒ ˆ̃aaAB, B̃cc ⇒
ˆ̃Bcc, ãAB ⇒ ˆ̃aAB, B̃c⇒ ˆ̃Bc, ÃB ⇒ ˆ̃AB,

Ŝ ⇒ S, Â ⇒ A, B̂ ⇒ B, Ĉ ⇒ C, D̂ ⇒ D, ˆ̃a ⇒ ã, ˆ̃b ⇒ b̃, ˆ̃c ⇒ c̃, ˆ̃aaAB ⇒ ãaAB, ˆ̃Bcc ⇒

B̃cc, ˆ̃aAB ⇒ ãAB, ˆ̃Bc⇒ B̃c, ˆ̃AB ⇒ ÃB,

S ⇒ (S,S), S ⇒ (S,A), S ⇒ (S,B), S ⇒ (S,C), S ⇒ (S,D), S ⇒ (S, ã), S ⇒ (S, b̃),

S ⇒ (S, c̃), S ⇒ (S, ãaAB), S ⇒ (S, B̃cc), S ⇒ (S, ãAB), S ⇒ (S, B̃c), S ⇒ (S, ÃB),

A ⇒ (A,S), A ⇒ (A,A), A ⇒ (A,B), A ⇒ (A,C), A ⇒ (A,D), A ⇒ (A, ã), A ⇒
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(A, b̃), A ⇒ (A, c̃), A ⇒ (A, ãaAB), A ⇒ (A, B̃cc), A ⇒ (A, ãAB), A ⇒ (A, B̃c),

A⇒ (A, ÃB),

B ⇒ (B,S), B ⇒ (B,A), B ⇒ (B,B), B ⇒ (B,C), B ⇒ (B,D), B ⇒ (B, ã), B ⇒

(B, b̃), B ⇒ (B, c̃), B ⇒ (B, ãaAB), B ⇒ (B, B̃cc), B ⇒ (B, ãAB), B ⇒ (B, B̃c),

B ⇒ (B, ÃB),

C ⇒ (C,S), C ⇒ (C,A), C ⇒ (C,B), C ⇒ (C,C), C ⇒ (C,D), C ⇒ (C, ã), C ⇒

(C, b̃), C ⇒ (C, c̃), C ⇒ (C, ãaAB), C ⇒ (C, B̃cc), C ⇒ (C, ãAB), C ⇒ (C, B̃c),

C ⇒ (C, ÃB),

D⇒ (D,S), D⇒ (D,A), D⇒ (D,B), D⇒ (D,C), D⇒ (D,D), D⇒ (D, ã), D⇒

(D, b̃), D ⇒ (D, c̃), D ⇒ (D, ãaAB), D ⇒ (D, B̃cc), D ⇒ (D, ãAB), D ⇒ (D, B̃c),

D⇒ (D, ÃB),

ã ⇒ (ã, S), ã ⇒ (ã,A), ã ⇒ (ã,B), ã ⇒ (ã, C), ã ⇒ (ã,D), ã ⇒ (ã, ã), ã ⇒ (ã, b̃),

ã⇒ (ã, c̃), ã⇒ (ã, ãaAB), ã⇒ (ã, B̃cc), ã⇒ (ã, ãAB), ã⇒ (ã, B̃c), ã⇒ (ã, ÃB),

b̃ ⇒ (b̃, S), b̃ ⇒ (b̃,A), b̃ ⇒ (b̃,B), b̃ ⇒ (b̃, C), b̃ ⇒ (b̃,D), b̃ ⇒ (b̃, ã), b̃ ⇒ (b̃, b̃),

b̃⇒ (b̃, c̃), b̃⇒ (b̃, ãaAB), b̃⇒ (b̃, B̃cc), b̃⇒ (b̃, ãAB), b̃⇒ (b̃, B̃c), b̃⇒ (b̃, ÃB),

c̃ ⇒ (c̃, S), c̃ ⇒ (c̃,A), c̃ ⇒ (c̃,B), c̃ ⇒ (c̃, C), c̃ ⇒ (c̃,D), c̃ ⇒ (c̃, ã), c̃ ⇒ (c̃, b̃),

c̃⇒ (c̃, c̃), c̃⇒ (c̃, ãaAB), c̃⇒ (c̃, B̃cc), c̃⇒ (c̃, ãAB), c̃⇒ (c̃, B̃c), c̃⇒ (c̃, ÃB),

ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB,S), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB,A), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB,B), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB,C),

ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB,D), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, ã), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, b̃), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, c̃),

ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, ãaAB), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, B̃cc), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, ãAB), ãaAB ⇒

(ãaAB, B̃c), ãaAB ⇒ (ãaAB, ÃB),

B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc, S), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc,A), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc,B), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc,C), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc,D),

B̃cc ⇒ (B̃cc, ã), B̃cc ⇒ (B̃cc, b̃), B̃cc ⇒ (B̃cc, c̃), B̃cc ⇒ (B̃cc, ãaAB), B̃cc ⇒

(B̃cc, B̃cc), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc, ãAB), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc, B̃c), B̃cc⇒ (B̃cc, ÃB),
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ãAB ⇒ (ãAB,S), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB,A), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB,B), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB,C), ãAB ⇒

(ãAB,D), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, ã), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, b̃), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, c̃), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, ãaAB),

ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, B̃cc), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, ãAB), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, B̃c), ãAB ⇒ (ãAB, ÃB),

B̃c ⇒ (B̃c, S), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c,A), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c,B), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c,C), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c,D),

B̃c ⇒ (B̃c, ã), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c, b̃), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c, c̃), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c, ãaAB), B̃c ⇒ (B̃c, B̃cc),

B̃c⇒ (B̃c, ãAB), B̃c⇒ (B̃c, B̃c), B̃c⇒ (B̃c, ÃB),

ÃB ⇒ (ÃB,S), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB,A), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB,B), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB,C), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB,D),

ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, ã), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, b̃), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, c̃), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, ãaAB), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, B̃cc),

ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, ãAB), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, B̃c), ÃB ⇒ (ÃB, ÃB),

(S,S) ⇒ S, (A,S) ⇒ S, (B,S) ⇒ S, (C,S) ⇒ S, (D,S) ⇒ S, (ã, S) ⇒ S,

(b̃, S)⇒ S, (c̃, S)⇒ S, (ãaAB,S)⇒ S, (B̃cc, S)⇒ S, (ãAB,S)⇒ S, (B̃c, S)⇒ S,

(ÃB,S)⇒ S,

(S,A) ⇒ A, (A,A) ⇒ A, (B,A) ⇒ A, (C,A) ⇒ A, (D,A) ⇒ A, (ã,A) ⇒ A,

(b̃,A) ⇒ A, (c̃,A) ⇒ A, (ãaAB,A) ⇒ A, (B̃cc,A) ⇒ A, (ãAB,A) ⇒ A, (B̃c,A) ⇒

A, (ÃB,A)⇒ A,

(S,B) ⇒ B, (A,B) ⇒ B, (B,B) ⇒ B, (C,B) ⇒ B, (D,B) ⇒ B, (ã,B) ⇒ B,

(b̃,B)⇒ B, (c̃,B)⇒ B, (ãaAB,B)⇒ B, (B̃cc,B)⇒ B, (ãAB,B)⇒ B, (B̃c,B)⇒

B, (ÃB,B)⇒ B,

(S,C) ⇒ C, (A,C) ⇒ C, (B,C) ⇒ C, (C,C) ⇒ C, (D,C) ⇒ C, (ã, C) ⇒ C,

(b̃, C)⇒ C, (c̃, C)⇒ C, (ãaAB,C)⇒ C, (B̃cc,C)⇒ C, (ãAB,C)⇒ C, (B̃c,C)⇒

C, (ÃB,C)⇒ C,

(S,D) ⇒ D, (A,D) ⇒ D, (B,D) ⇒ D, (C,D) ⇒ D, (D,D) ⇒ D, (ã,D) ⇒

D, (b̃,D) ⇒ D, (c̃,D) ⇒ D, (ãaAB,D) ⇒ D, (B̃cc,D) ⇒ D, (ãAB,D) ⇒ D,

(B̃c,D)⇒D, (ÃB,D)⇒D,
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(S, ã) ⇒ ã, (A, ã) ⇒ ã, (B, ã) ⇒ ã, (C, ã) ⇒ ã, (D, ã) ⇒ ã, (ã, ã) ⇒ ã, (b̃, ã) ⇒ ã,

(c̃, ã)⇒ ã, (ãaAB, ã)⇒ ã, (B̃cc, ã)⇒ ã, (ãAB, ã)⇒ ã, (B̃c, ã)⇒ ã, (ÃB, ã)⇒ ã,

(S, b̃) ⇒ b̃, (A, b̃) ⇒ b̃, (B, b̃) ⇒ b̃, (C, b̃) ⇒ b̃, (D, b̃) ⇒ b̃, (ã, b̃) ⇒ b̃, (b̃, b̃) ⇒ b̃,

(c̃, b̃)⇒ b̃, (ãaAB, b̃)⇒ b̃, (B̃cc, b̃)⇒ b̃, (ãAB, b̃)⇒ b̃, (B̃c, b̃)⇒ b̃, (ÃB, b̃)⇒ b̃,

(S, c̃) ⇒ c̃, (A, c̃) ⇒ c̃, (B, c̃) ⇒ c̃, (C, c̃) ⇒ c̃, (D, c̃) ⇒ c̃, (ã, c̃) ⇒ c̃, (b̃, c̃) ⇒ c̃,

(c̃, c̃)⇒ c̃, (ãaAB, c̃)⇒ c̃, (B̃cc, c̃)⇒ c̃, (ãAB, c̃)⇒ c̃, (B̃c, c̃)⇒ c̃, (ÃB, c̃)⇒ c̃,

(S, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB, (A, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB, (B, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB, (C, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB,

(D, ãaAB) ⇒ ãaAB, (ã, ãaAB) ⇒ ãaAB, (b̃, ãaAB) ⇒ ãaAB, (c̃, ãaAB) ⇒ ãaAB,

(ãaAB, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB, (B̃cc, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB, (ãAB, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB, (B̃c, ãaAB)⇒

ãaAB, (ÃB, ãaAB)⇒ ãaAB,

(S, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (A, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (B, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (C, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (D, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc,

(ã, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (b̃, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (c̃, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (ãaAB, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (B̃cc, B̃cc)⇒

B̃cc, (ãAB, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (B̃c, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc, (ÃB, B̃cc)⇒ B̃cc,

(S, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (A, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (B, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (C, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (D, ãAB)⇒

ãAB, (ã, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (b̃, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (c̃, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (ãaAB, ãAB)⇒ ãAB,

(B̃cc, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (ãAB, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (B̃c, ãAB)⇒ ãAB, (ÃB, ãAB)⇒ ãAB,

(S, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (A, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (B, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (C, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (D, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c,

(ã, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (b̃, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (c̃, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (ãaAB, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c, (B̃cc, B̃c) ⇒ B̃c,

(ãAB, B̃c)⇒ B̃c, (B̃c, B̃c)⇒ B̃c, (ÃB, B̃c)⇒ B̃c,

(S, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (A, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (B, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (C, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (D, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB,

(ã, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (b̃, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (c̃, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (ãaAB, ÃB) ⇒ ÃB, (B̃cc, ÃB) ⇒

ÃB, (ãAB, ÃB)⇒ ÃB, (B̃c, ÃB)⇒ ÃB, (ÃB, ÃB)⇒ ÃB



Appendix B

Language Hierarchy

Recursively Enumerable =(by Thm 3.2.1) E0L(REG, blocking)
=(by Thm 3.4.1) E0L(REG,uni) =(by Thm 4.2.1) E0L(REG,weak)

=(by Thm 6.0.2) E0L(minimal linear, weak, uni) =(by Thm 7.0.2) EDT0L(CF,uni)

Context-Sensitive

⊂(well known)
OO

ET0L =(by Corollary 5.2.1) ET0L(REG,weak, bounded)

⊂(well known)

OO

E0L(REG,weak, bounded)

⊆(by definition and Corollary 5.2.1)

OO

E0L(REG,weak, uni) =(by Thm 5.2.2) 1-restricted 2-tabled ET0L

=(by Thm 5.2.2) ordered 2-tabled ET0L =(by Thm 5.2.3) E0L(REG,weak,useful-uni)
=(by Thm 5.2.3) E0L(REG,weak, strong-useful-uni)

⊆(by definition)

OO

E0L =(by Thm 5.1.1) E0L(any,weak, blocking)
=(by Thm 5.1.1) E0L(any,weak, strong-blocking)
=(by Thm 5.1.1) E0L(any,weak, strong-uni)

⊂(by Lemma 5.2.1)

OO

Regular ⊂(well known) Context-Free (CF )

⊂(well known)
OO
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